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p 
I I s this is written, classes for the spring semester 2004 
have just ended. Our students are hard at work preparing 
for exams. In three weeks the class of 2004 will have 
graduated. The Campbell Law School is a busy place. 
Our students and graduates continue to bring honor to 
the school. The trial teams, appellate moot court teams, 
and client counseling teams have placed highly in regional 
and national competitions. At the international level, the 
Campbell team received Honorable Mention for Best 
Claimant's Memorandum in the just-completed Willem 
C. Vis International Commercial Arbitration Moot 
Competition in Vienna, Austria. There were 136 teams 
from six of the seven continents in this competition, and 
ours was one of the 13 recognized for the quality of its 
Claimant's Memorandum. 
We are involved internationally in another respect. Last 
summer 10 students from Handong University in South 
Korea came to Campbell for a three-week trial advocacy 
course taught by Professor Woodruff. This summer some 
of our students will participate in a Cooperative Program 
at Handong in which Professors Button and Buzzard will 
teach. Finally, in recognition of the global nature of 21st-
century law practice, some of our students have just 
organized an International Law Society. 
I continue to receive warm greetings from many of you 
wherever I go. The passion and concern alumni and friends 
have for this school is intensely gratifying. You continue 
to make us proud, and we hope to continue to make you 
proud of your school. We look forward to a continuing 
association with you, and we hope you enjoy this issue of 
the Counselor. 
Sincerely, 
D E A N  A N D  P R O F E S S O R  O F  L A W  
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1979 
Sherry Fowler Alloway 
James R, Bailey jr.* 
Spier Lnuis Bennett 
R. Steve Bowden 
William Lee Breeclen 
D. Linwood Biince II 
Dewey Ricky Bufler 
Richard H. Carlton 
James Harrison Carter 
Walter Bradsher Gates 
Daniel Cordon Christian 
C. Eugene Compton 
Roger R. Compton 
Howard Johnson Cummings 
Margaret Person Currin 
Danny E. Davis 
R. Wilson Day Jr. 
Wilbert W. Edgerton |r, 
Roger Lee Edwards 
C. Benjamin Eubanks 
Gail P. Fannon 
Robert F. Floyd Jr. 
Leo A. Fox 
Johnny Sherwood Gaskins 
Anthony Wilton Gay 
Edwin F. Gentry 
Rex Core 
Sieve Graham 
Jane Russell Gray 
Marvin Dale Green 
Gregory Thomas Criftin 
Richard Byron Hager 
John W. Halstead )r. 
Randy Hughes 
Cindy C. Huntsberry 
Bruce Holt Jackson Jr. 
Richard W. Jackson 
Michael Dean Johnson 
N. Ear! loncs |r. 
Stephen D. Kaylor 
Timothy S. Kincaid 
Jan Wise Lamrn 
Leon A. Lucas 
John Garrett Ludlum 
John C. MacConnell jr. 
William Edward Mathers 
Christopher Barlow McLendon 
Steven H. Messick 
Charles L. Moore 
J. Stephen Noble 
Larry Ellis Norman 
Frank Roland Parrish 
James W. Partin 
Timothy Lee Patti 
Vance M. Perry* 
T. Alan Pittman 
William A. Pully 
Gary Wayne Ragland 
Cabell Jones Regan 
H. Gene Russ* 
David C. Sneeden 
William Mark Spence 
William Michael Spivey 
Davey L. Stanley 
Richard S.W. Stoney 
Cecil C. Summers 
Hugh Chflon Tallon Jr. 
Benjamin N. Thompson 
William R. Titchener 
Waiter C. Trainor 
John Marsh Tyson 
Gary Madison Underbill Jr. 
William Alfred VanStory IV* 
Walter Wayne Vatcher 
Don W. Viets Jr. 
James A. Warren Jr. 
Stuart Neal Watlington 
lames Block Wheless Jr. 
Johnnie Alonza Whitley 
Robert Edmond Wilhoit 
S H I N I N G  B R I G H T E R  T H A N  E V E  
Time for a Strong 
Friend to Appear 
A I I fter arsonists reduced Buies Creek 
Academy and several nearby buildings 
to ashes in 1900, Professor James 
Archibald Campbell was a nearly 
defeated man. 
According to J. Winston Pearce, 
author of Campbell College: Big Miracle 
at Little Buies Creek, a friend in need 
appeared in the person of contractor 
Z.T. Kivett. Kivett crossed the Cape 
Fear River to appear at Campbell's bed­
side, offering sympathy, courage, and 
the ability to act. His hard work, enthu­
siasm, and sacrifice turned out to be the 
driving forces behind the construction 
of Kivett Hall. 
Seventy-five years later, Kivett Hall 
was to serve as the home for the new 
law school at Campbell, but it soon 
became evident that a new building was 
needed. Dean Davis, Dean Hetrick, the 
American Bar Association, and the 
administration of the University agreed 
Kivett Hall should be renovated and a 
new building constructed to advance 
the law school's unique mission into the 
21st Century. 
However, a substantial sum of money 
would be needed for this project, and 
the money was not there. 
W I L L I S  B R O W N  
" ) I M  A R C H I E ,  G E T  
O U T  O F  T H A T  B E D !  
T I M E ' S  W A S T I N ' ,  
Y O U R  N A M E ' S  
C A M P B E L L ;  T H E N  G E T  
A  H U M P  O N  Y O U !  W E  
G O T  W O R K  T O  D O . "  
-Z.T. Kivett to J.A. Campbell 
Quoted in J. Winston Pearces 
histoy Campbell College: Big 
Miracle at Little Buies Creek 
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^ Another Friend Fulfills a Need: 
W I L L I S  B R O W N  
0 B Y  P A T R I C K  K .  H E T R I C K  ' nee again, a strong friend appeared. Founding Dean F. 
Leary Davis recently reminded me that when he spoke 
about the need for a new law school in North Carolina, 
Willis Brown was the first to step forward and offer both 
moral and financial support. Ten years later. Brown returned 
to Campbell as Associate Dean for External Affairs. (This is 
a university term derived from the Anglo-Saxon term mean­
ing "shaker of trees for money.") 
Brown was at the pinnacle of his career as a trial lawyer 
in Fayetteville, North Carolina. He was senior partner in 
his law firm and had recently won one of the ten largest 
jury verdicts in the nation. Insurance companies and 
defense attorneys must have celebrated Willis' move into 
the academic world. 
Brown arrived at Campbell and immediately organized 
a major capital fund drive, with an impressive number of 
visits, breakfasts, luncheons, and dinners throughout North 
Carolina. Traveling and working with Willis Brown was a 
treat. He reminded me of the Energizer Bunny in a seer-
ksucker suit with a bow tie. Willis just kept going and going 
"and going. Willis can perhaps best be described as a package 
of inexhaustible exuberance just barely under control. 
As we traveled the circuit of fundraising functions 
together, we fell into a routine. First, we would get lost. We 
would finally arrive to face an audience of alumni and faith­
ful friends. I would kick things off as Brown increasingly 
fidgeted. Then he would go to work, goading, encouraging, 
challenging, and exciting the audience. 
R First Graduating ' 
" W E L L  E X C U S E  M E ,  
D E A N ,  B U T  W E  
D I D N ' T  C O M E  H E R E  
T O  T A L K  A B O U T  T H E  
W E A T H E R ,  G O O D  O L D  
C A M P B E L L ,  A N D  R O Y  
L E E .  W E ' R E  H E R E  T O  
A S K  T H E S E  P E O P L E  
F O R  M O N E Y . "  
— Willis Brown, raising money 
for the law school 
Brown believed 
that if you lead a 
horse to water, 
even if you can't 
make him drink, 
maybe you can 
get him to swim. 
We once drove to 
the coast to pres­
ent our case to an 
elderly gentleman 
who had no ties 
to Campbell but had donated to other universities. The man 
offered to donate $3,000. Brown responded, "Well, excuse 
me! The good dean here didn't drive 372 hours for $3,000." 
As I thought about going into the fetal position, the donor 
agreed that he could give more. 
The term "networking" could have been coined for 
Brown. Between the Baptists, Democrats, Shriners, practic­
ing bar, judges, and friends throughout the state, it was 
rare indeed to arrive in any city or country hamlet without 
Willis knowing someone in town who could help us. And 
those who didn't know us soon learned who we were and 
what we were after. 
Brown taught me that a wholehearted eagerness and 
enthusiasm for a project combined with organization and 
hard work will inevitably result in success. When the history 
of the Campbell law school is written, we must not let 
Willis Brown's role fade in importance, nor should we forget 
his passion for our potential. 
1979 
O. Henry Willis jr. 
C. Colon Wiiloughby )r. 
Bob D. Worthington 
1980  
Richard Bruce Abernethy 
Terry William Alford 
Sieve R. Beavers" 
Debra Slack Bergmeister 
Edward Charles Bodenheimer* 
William C. Bost 
William H, Boyerte |r 
Susan Hatcher Bradshaw 
Jacqueline Lambert Brewer 
Carl Linwood Britt Jr. 
Thomas M. Brooke 
James William Buchanan* 
Edward L. Bullard Jr." 
Judith Robb Bullock 
Charles Glasgow Butts Jr. 
Stephanie Fountain Bynum 
Marilyn Jean Calhoun 
William Mclver Cameron III 
Ronald Kent Campbell 
Carl P. Chandler II 
Samuel Richard Clawson 
Rebecca Lynn Coleman 
William Crawford Coley 111 
Gerald R. Collins Jr. 
James Arthur Corriher 
Richard L. Cox 
Hugh Martin Currin jr. 
Roben Eugene Dillow Jr. 
Jacqueline Hensley Edwards 
Phillip Ray Feagan 
Fred Pfohi Flynl 111 
Timothy James Fuhrman 
Debra Helms Gaskins 
Robert S. Griffith II 
James Arthur Haney 
David L, Harris 
Elizabeth Doggett Hickmon 
Leon Edward Hickmon 
Phillip Anthony Holmes 
Felix Thomas Holt III 
D. Jack Hooks jr. 
Charles Franklin Howard 
Kenneth Frank Irek 
Bruce F, jobe 
Charles A. Jones 
Richard Cogburn Jones 
Ernest Hayes Josephs jr. 
jeffrey C. Karver 
Reginald Kenan 
john William King Jr. 
Bruce E. Kinnaman 
R, Bruce Lacey 
Joseph Paul Lamari Sr 
Riddick Madison Lamm Jr. 
James Walter Lea 
Solomon W. Marshall* 
Beverly Wheeler Massey* 
William Drummond McDowall jr. 
Jerri loth McGaughey 
Samuel W, Meekins jr. 
lohn Charles Mitchell II 
Carol Annette Morrison 
James A, Nelson Jr. 
Roderick W. O'Donoghue Jr. 
Donald Wayne Overby 
George P. Palmer 
S. Allen Patterson 
Larry Wayne Pearman 
john Jerome Peck 
Laura Shivar Person 
R. Kirk Randleman 
William Odum Richardson 
Hubert Newton Rogers 111 
Edward DeCaslro Seltzer 
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1980 
Gary K. Shipman 
Randolph A. Sigley 
Walter Marshall Smith 
Vernon Gilbert Snyder ill 
Donald L. Stanley 
Laura Burgess Stevens 
Randell Croft Stoney |r, 
David Alien Swanson 
Donald R. Teeter 
Jerry M. Townson 
Susan Morrison Umstead 
H. Russell Vick 
Stevenson L. Weeks 
Michael Lloyd Weisel 
Edward G. Wells III 
Wiley David White 
David Vicor Williams 
Sheldon Carter Worrell )r. 
Benjamin Lee Wright 
N. Hunter Wyche Jr. 
Jeffrey L. Zimmer 
1981 
Harold F. Askins 
Ned M. Barnes 
Norman Alan Bennett 
Gail M. Bodenstein 
Michael Cullen Boose 
Carole Carlton Brooke 
James Michael Brown 
Charles F. Caldwell 
Edmond William Caldwell Jr. 
Henrietta R. Cannon 
Deborah Powers Carter 
Warren Randolph Carter )r. 
Leonidas McNeil Chestnut 
David Christian Childers 
George Russell Clary III 
Gary Hamilton Clemmons 
Joseph Henry Coffey jr. 
Jesse Thomas Cox Jr. 
Tony Carlton Dalton 
William A. Druschel 
Bradley A. Elliott 
Rhonda Hardy Ennis 
Matthew H. Fair 
Risa Quinn Feldbusch 
Charles Edward Floyd 
Hugh Franklin 
Robert L, Freeman Jr. 
Richard T. Gammon 
Charles David Gantt 
Giacomo Giovanni Ghisalberti 
Thomas Edward Grist 
John Stacy Hair |r 
Fredric C. Hall 
Charles Raymond Hardee 
Patti Owen Harper 
William P. Harper jr.* 
Richard Boyd Harper 
lohn M. Harris 
Philip Scott Hedrick 
Roscoe Maurice Holland |r 
Michael C. Hudson 
iosiah Carl Hull Jr 
George Lee Jenkins jr. 
Reginald B, Kelly 
John L. Kelly 
Elaine Folk Marshall 
Laura Kranifeld Mavretic 
Richard Cavanagh McElroy III 
James K. McMillan |r. 
Ronald Douglas McSwain 
Stephen Ray Melvin 
Hugh C. Mills 
Robert A. Minco 
William Edward Musselwhite 
James Wilton Musselwhite 
Henry David Niblock 
Reed N. Noble 
Robert I. O'Haie 
john Howard Painter 
Michael A. Paul 
Margaret Scott Phipps 
Maynette Regan 
Martha jayne Cameron Rhyne 
Johnathan Laban Rhyne Jr. 
Barbara Peters Riley 
Jesse B. Rouse III 
Perry Renfrow Safran 
Elizabeth Murphy Sanborn 
Donald Joseph Scales 
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hen I worked with Rick Lord on 
the Moot Court Team in the spring of 
1992, there were times he irritated me 
to no end. He did, however, know 
what he was talking about. I knew that 
in the spring of 1992, but I did not 
truly appreciate what Rick knew and 
what he taught me until I was prepar­
ing for my first appellate argument at 
the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals 
over four years later. I drove to 
Richmond alone, checked in at the 
Court of Appeals building that morn­
ing, and walked into the ornate 
courtroom where the arguments were 
to be held. When 1 stood up to argue 
Jean v. Collins, the butterflies left my 
belly and a sense of comfort and confi­
dence came over me. The argument 
flowed, clearly and logically. The 
questions came and were answered. 
I thought to myself, what would this 
have been like if I hadn't learned what 
I did at Campbell? 
I remember those sleepy Friday 
afternoons in Trial Ad when I would 
hear Tom Anderson from the bench 
say, without any objection to rule on: 
"Sustained! Does anyone know why?!" 
I was sure that Tom Anderson thought 
I was clueless. I eventually learned that 
it was just the opposite, and that the 
"tough guy" on the bench was on a 
mission to make us all better lawyers 
and excellent trial lawyers. Thanks to 
Tom Anderson, Bob Jenkins, Jean 
Cary and Don Beci, 1 wasn't intimi­
dated at all when I took my very first 
deposition... of a neuropsychologist... 
only four weeks after passing the bar. 
Thanks to them, I was ready to sit sec­
ond chair in a major personal injury 
trial two months into practice. To this 
day, when younger lawyers stand up in 
court, I can tell if they are from 
Campbell's First DA: 
Colon Wiiloughby 
Campbell. There is something about 
the training that makes it easy to see. 
I recall wondering early in my first 
year at Campbell why everyone called 
Pat Hetrick "the smiling cobra." I fig­
ured it out when I took his property 
exam. That didn't compare, however, 
to the utter devastation of Wills & 
Trusts with "the other smiling cobra," 
Jim McLaughlin. How could the pro­
fessor who was so much fun, whom I 
recall falling to the floor in a frenzy of 
disbelief because one of my classmates 
didn't know who Bo Jackson was, 
destroy us so badly on the final exam? 
I learned, and have always since 
remembered, that while you can really 
enjoy the practice of law and, at times, 
have a lot of fun with it, never forget 
that it takes a lot of hard work and a 
lot of preparation. If you forget that, 
you will get burned. I also learned that 
sometimes, even with hard work and 
a lot of preparation, you can still lose. 
And while losing can be very disappoin­
ting, you get up and brush yourself 
off, learn from it, and keep going. 
I painfully remember a nightmarish 
first-year course called Legal Relations 
with Leary Davis. He called on me 
every day. I started to think this law 
professor believed I was some kind of 
troublemaker or that I should not sur­
vive the first year. He made me mad. I 
worked a lot harder. I kept answering 
his questions. And when it came time 
to take the Ethics exam for the bar, 
I didn't have to study so hard and I 
passed easily because he had prepared 
us for it. I also came to learn that 
Dean Davis truly cared about 
every law student at Campbell 
and wanted to help them suc­
ceed. As I have practiced law over 
these past 12 years, I have always 
Law School Renamed 
to Honor 
Norman A. Wiggins 
appreciated how Dean Davis and 
Campbell prepared me to cope with 
the day-in and day-out pressure of 
practice and, with each day of practice, 
how the foundation of ethics and 
Campbell standards permeate what I do. 
I also remember Stanley McQuade, 
with that terrifically mischievous smile 
of his, tossing quarters for correct 
answers in Products Liability, and I 
remember him and Pat Hetrick doing 
an Irish jig in front of any classes they 
could find in session for St. Patty's 
Day... Where else but Campbell? 
I will never forget coming out of the 
bar exam after the first day. I was 
wiped out and felt sick thinking that I 
had another day to go. I was worrying 
because my husband was starting law 
school at Campbell that August and if 
I didn't pass the bar, we couldn't afford 
for him to go. I looked up and there 
was Rick Rodgers... "Any dirt law i 
questions?" He gave me a hug, patted ' 
me on the back, and said everything 
was going to be okay. He knew I was 
going to do fine. I looked around 
and saw several other friends from 
Campbell who had driven up to 
Raleigh for the sole purpose of cheer­
ing their students on — to let us know 
they had confidence in us even if we 
didn't have confidence in ourselves at 
that exhausted moment in our lives. I 
call them friends because at that point 
I realized they were no longer just our 
professors but also our friends, and 
that they would remain our friends for 
the rest of our careers. 
Patrick K. 
Hetrick 
Named Dean 
Currin 
Appointed 
U.S. 
Attorney 
^ r#i 
[HtltJ 
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^The First Years: 
The Charter Class, 
A Perspective 
I he 2004 Iredell Award recipient. Judge John M. Tyson, 
has allowed us to reprint an abridged version of his comments 
delivered February 19, 2004, at the North Carolina Bar Center. 
I cannot answer why Campbell chose me. Dean Davis 
can answer that. But I can tell you why I chose Campbell. 
I had been accepted at N.C. Central and John Marshall Law 
School, placed on the waiting list with a promised admission 
at Wake Forest the following year, and accepted at Campbell. 
Superior Court Judge Thomas Lee from Durham had 
befriended me. The night before I had to commit, we 
spoke about my choices. Tuition cost was a factor, and 
Campbell Law's program was unknown and unaccredited. 
Without reservation. Judge Lee recommended Campbell 
above all others. 
When I arrived for my interview in 1976 — an innova­
tive requirement that continues today — I was greeted by 
Dean Davis. The law school would be housed in Kivett 
Hall, the oldest building on campus. Dean Davis showed 
kme "where the library would be." I was looking at a dirt 
' floor and a tin roof three months before classes would start. 
The classroom on the second floor was directly over the 
Oasis Grill. At lunch, the smells of fries, burgers, and hot 
dogs would overcome us with hunger. 
Imagine having the total focus of the faculty with no 
2Ls or 3Ls for them to worry about. Imagine classes six days 
a week starting at 8 o'clock in the morning and facing 
President Wiggins on Saturday morning for Criminal Law. 
There were seven required courses each semester during 
the first year. 
Imagine a law school with no computers, no cell phones, 
no Westlaw, no Lexis, no Internet, no fax machines, and no 
copiers. "Shepardize" meant going through bound volumes 
and supplements to ensure that your case had not been 
J U D G E  J O H N  M .  T Y S O N  H O L D I N G  
J A S O N  M .  T Y S O N  
overruled. It is hard to imagine how far we have come in 
just 25 years. 
In May of 1979, 83 of those original 97 students gradu­
ated. One member, Beverly Massey, graduated first in her 
class in 1980, after the birth of her daughter. 
In 1986, the Campbell University Board of Trustees 
unanimously voted to rename the law school, the Norman 
Adrian Wiggins School of Law, in recognition of Dr. 
Wiggins' pioneering efforts and leadership. Today, the 
School of Law has approximately 2,400 alumni successfully 
practicing law in North Carolina, the Southeast, and across 
the country. 
From its inception, the School of Law at Campbell 
University was envisioned as a unique law school, guided by 
a mission statement consistent with Paul's first letter to the 
Church of Corinth, 1 Corinthians, Chapter 3, verses 9 
through 11. 
Paul wrote, "For we are God's fellow workers; you are 
God's field; you are God's building. According to the grace 
of God which was given to me, as a wise master builder 
I have laid the foundation, and another builds on it. But 
let each one take heed how he builds on it. For no other 
foundation can anyone lay than that which is laid, which is 
Jesus Christ." 
The duty and mantle to preserve, protect, and defend 
Campbell Law School's unique mission falls upon you, the 
students, and future Campbell lawyers. 
Campbell conducting 
a program of foreign 
1981 
Howard Earl Singletary 
W. David Smith Jr. 
Dwight W. Snow 
James Monroe Spiro 
William B. Sutton jr. 
Scott MacDonald Taylor 
James Q. Wallace III 
lames Clifton Walsh 
Lex Allen Watson II 
lohn E. Way Jr. 
lay C. Welch 
J. Thomas West 
David G. White 
Robert E. Winfrey 
Dennis Talmadge Worley 
1982 
Sharon Kay Alien 
Rose I- Anderson 
Terrence M. Bagley 
Ricky Lee Barnes 
Christopher L. Beal 
Benjamin Forrest Bowen 
Barbara Dianne Brady 
Mabel Yancey Bullock 
Walter Brodie Burwell jr. 
John Franklin Campbell 
Burford Alva Cherry 
Arvil Lee Collins 
Kristin Bernhardt Cooper 
David A. Craft 
Roger L. Crowe )r. 
St:ott Y. Curry 
Johnny Ray Daniel 
Deborah Barrett Dantzler 
Velver Lee DeHart jr. 
Linda M. Fox 
George Edwin Francisco 
John Geitner Fuller 
Dennis Wayne Gaddy 
Dana C. Hall 
David G. Hammock 
G. Wayne Hardee 
Kenneth L. Hardison 
lohn Thadieu Harris III 
Daniel Lee Hawkins 
Jennie larrell Hayman 
lean PendererJ Hollowell 
|o Ann Weaver Hull 
Constance Floyd Jacobs 
Michael I. laffa 
Michael Walter Johnson 
janson A. Kauser 
Clara Delores King 
Rebecca Barr Knight 
Thomas Karllon Knight 
Franklin Fulton Lanier 
Joseph L. Ledford 
R. Douglas Lemmerman 
Tania Love Leon 
Ron K. Levy 
luanita Blackmon Lojko 
Michael Eric Lynch 
janet Copley Lynch 
Barbara S. McClure 
Edward M. McClure 
William Austin McFarland Jr. 
Steven R. Medlin 
Robert Hugh Miller II 
Athena Redmond Mineo 
David R. Minges 
James W. Morgan 
Patricia R. Moss 
Mary Elizabeth Cherry Murphy 
Gerald Patrick Murphy 
Timothy A. Noe 
John Mahlon Phelps II 
Henry M. Pleasant 
Norman Charles Post Jr. 
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•The First Years: 
The Charter Class, 
A Perspective 
I he 2004 Iredell Award recipient. Judge John M. Tyson, 
has allowed us to reprint an abridged version of his comments 
delivered February 19, 2004, at the North Carolina Bar Center. 
I cannot answer why Campbell chose me. Dean Davis 
can answer that. But I can tell you why I chose Campbell. 
I had been accepted at N.C. Central and John Marshall Law 
School, placed on the waiting list with a promised admission 
at Wake Forest the following year, and accepted at Campbell. 
Superior Court Judge Thomas Lee from Durham had 
befriended me. The night before I had to commit, we 
spoke about my choices. Tuition cost was a factor, and 
Campbell Law's program was unknown and unaccredited. 
Without reservation. Judge Lee recommended Campbell 
above all others. 
When I arrived for my interview in 1976 — an innova­
tive requirement that continues today — I was greeted by 
Dean Davis. The law school would be housed in Kivett 
Hall, the oldest building on campus. Dean Davis showed 
^me "where the library would be." I was looking at a dirt 
'floor and a tin roof three months before classes would start. 
The classroom on the second floor was directly over the 
Oasis Grill. At lunch, the smells of fries, burgers, and hot 
dogs would overcome us with hunger. 
Imagine having the total focus of the faculty with no 
2Ls or 3Ls for them to worry about. Imagine classes six days 
a week starting at 8 o'clock in the morning and facing 
President Wiggins on Saturday morning for Criminal Law. 
There were seven required courses each semester during 
the first year. 
Imagine a law school with no computers, no cell phones, 
no Westlaw, no Lexis, no Internet, no fax machines, and no 
copiers. "Shepardize" meant going through bound volumes 
and supplements to ensure that your case had not been 
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overruled. It is hard to imagine how far we have come in 
just 25 years. 
In May of 1979, 83 of those original 97 students gradu­
ated. One member, Beverly Massey, graduated first in her 
class in 1980, after the birth of her daughter. 
In 1986, the Campbell University Board of Trustees 
unanimously voted to rename the law school, the Norman 
Adrian Wiggins School of Law, in recognition of Dr. 
Wiggins' pioneering efforts and leadership. Today, the 
School of Law has approximately 2,400 alumni successfully 
practicing law in North Carolina, the Southeast, and across 
the country. 
From its inception, the School of Law at Campbell 
University was envisioned as a unique law school, guided by 
a mission statement consistent with Paul's first letter to the 
Church of Corinth, 1 Corinthians, Chapter 3, verses 9 
through 11. 
Paul wrote, "For we are God's fellow workers; you are 
God's field; you are God's building. According to the grace 
of God which was given to me, as a wise master builder 
I have laid the foundation, and another builds on it. But 
let each one take heed how he builds on it. For no other 
foundation can anyone lay than that which is laid, which is 
Jesus Christ." 
The duty and mantle to preserve, protect, and defend 
Campbell Law School's unique mission falls upon you, the 
students, and future Campbell lawyers. 
Campbell conducting 
a program of foreign 
studv in Guatemala 
1981  
Howard Earl SinRletary 
W. David Smith Jr. 
Dwight W. Snow 
James Monroe Spiro 
William B. Sutton jr. 
Scott MacDonald Taylor 
lames Q. Wallace III 
James Clifton Walsh 
Lex Allen Watson II 
John E, Way Jr. 
Jay C. Welch 
J. Thomas West 
David C. White 
Robert E, Winfrey 
Dennis Talmadge Worley 
1982 
Sharon Kay Allen 
Rose i. Anderson 
Terrence M. Bagley 
Ricky Lee Barnes 
Christopher L. Beal 
Benjamin Forrest Bowen 
Barbara Dianne Brady 
Mabel Yancey Bullock 
Walter Brodie Burwell jr. 
John Franklin Campbell 
Burford Alva Cherry 
Arvil Lee Collins 
Kristin Bernhardt Cooper 
David A, Craft 
Roger L. Crowe jr. 
Scott Y. Curry 
Johnny Ray Daniel 
Deborah Barrett Dantzler 
Velver Lee DeHart |r. 
Linda M. Fox 
George Edwin Francisco 
John Geitner Fuller 
Dennis Wayne Gaddy 
DanaC. Hall 
David C. Hammock 
G. Wayne Hardee 
Kenneth L. Hardison 
john Thadieu Harris III 
Daniel Lee Hawkins 
Jennie larrell Hayman 
Jean Rendered Hollowell 
lo Ann Weaver Hull 
Constance Floyd jacobs 
Michael I. laffa 
Michael Walter Johnson 
janson A. Kauser 
Clara Delores King 
Rebecca Barr Knight 
Thomas Karlton Knight 
Franklin Fulton Lanier 
Joseph L. Ledford 
R. Douglas Lemmerman 
Tania Love Leon 
Ron K. Levy 
Juanita Blackmon Lojko 
MichacI Eric Lynch 
Janet Copley Lynch 
Barbara S. McClure 
Edward M. McClure 
William Austin McFarland Jr. 
Steven R. Medlin 
Robert Hugh Miller II 
Athena Redmond Mineo 
David R. Minges 
James W. Morgan 
Patricia R. Moss 
Mary Elizabeth Cherry Murphy 
Gerald Patrick Murphy 
Timothy A. Noe 
john Mahlon Phelps II 
Henry M. Pleasant 
Norman Charles Post jr. 
t i l l  
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Michael R. Ramos 
Charles Rawls 
Jerry David Redfern 
Ronnie E, Rowel) 
Anne B. Salisbury 
Michael Ferd Schilawski 
larnes Lee Seay )r. 
Bill Shepard 
Daniel Eugene Smith 
Michael Conrad Smith 
Robert Thomas Speed 
Karin Lynn Stanley 
Michael L. Stephenson 
Ashley Hamilton Story 
Richard Hill Sturtevant 
Joseph Lindsey Tan 
Garland Monroe Walker 
Betty Slrother Waller 
John William Watson |r. 
James Albert Wellons 
David Charles Whilden 
Charles Craig While 
Donna L. Wilkins 
Thomas John Wilson 
Eddie S. Winstead III 
Dal F. Wooten 
Elisabeth Anne Wyche 
Constantine Charles Zogzas 
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iames R. Adams 
John Julian Aldridge III 
Stanley L. Allen 
Richard Charles Blanks 
Charles S. Bloodworth 
Mark W. Brasweli 
Allen C. Brown 
Kyle N. Brown 
John Tyler Burns 
Richard Lee Buyrn 
Ann Marie Calabria 
Mark T. Calloway 
Paul Truett Canady II 
Richard L. Cannon III 
Martha Carpenter Cartee 
Thomas Hayes Clements 
William Harold Collier 
George L. Collins 
Patrick Carlyle Cork 
Cynthia McNeill Cummins 
W. Robert Denning III 
Robert C. Dortch Jr, 
Thomas Griffin Douglass 
Charles Ellis 
Kimberly Hayes Floyd 
James D. Foster 
Dennis Joel Franks 
George Joseph Franks 
Debra Kay Gilchrist 
Bradley K. Greenway 
Roseanne Carter Gudzan 
George O. Hallman Jr, 
John Patton Hance 
H. Wyatt Hanna III 
Larry Clayton Harris jr. 
Cecil Stroud Harvell 
Edward Watson Hedrick 
Barbara D, Hollingsworth 
Reg Honbarrier 
James P Huffines Jr 
John Randolph Ingram II 
Mary Beth Forsyth Johnston 
David Kennedy 
Rusty Key 
J. Gregory Lawson 
Vance Bradford Long 
Martha Wray Lowrance 
fJary S- Maines 
Stephen Gray Marler 
S H I N I N G  B R I G H T E R  T H A N  E V E  
My Experience At Campbell 
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t is my honor and 
privilege to reflect on my 
experiences at Campbell 
Law School, One of the 
reasons I applied to 
Campbell was the empha­
sis on real-life application 
as an attorney and the 
focus on the small firm 
practitioner, Campbell 
teaches its students, I believe better than any other North 
Carolina law school, how to practice law. One of the 
attributes about Campbell which I've passed on to many 
prospective law students is that if you plan on practicing law 
in a relatively small town in North Carolina, Campbell is by 
far the best law school in the state to attend. Another bene­
fit of a Campbell law education is the practical training of 
trying a case in a courtroom. The experience I gained at 
Campbell during mock jury trials gave me confidence dur­
ing my first jury trial as an attorney. In essence, I had my 
first jury trial while a student at Campbell. Looking back 
now, I realize what an advantage participating in Moot 
Court gave me. While at Campbell, our team traveled to 
Miami, Richmond, and New York to participate in various 
competitions. What an awesome and invaluable experience 
it was having oral argument in the en banc courtroom at the 
Fourth Circuit courthouse in Richmond. 
I also very much enjoyed the Christian presence on cam­
pus and its influence at the Law School. In a day and age 
where morality seems elusive, it was and is refreshing to me 
to have several law professors who were also ordained minis­
ters. I enjoyed the fellowship together with other Christian 
law students and professors. I have many fond memories of 
eating delicious meals, singing songs, and discussing God's 
word at Professor Alan Button's home at Christian Legal 
Society meetings. I know of no other law school where the 
Ten Commandments are posted so unapologetically in the 
foyer of the main entrance. Campbell is truly a unique law 
school, and I doubt those opportunities would have been 
available elsewhere. 
Campbell indeed prepared me well for practice in a small 
firm/small town setting. I enjoyed very much the 5V2 years 
I spent in private practice. In November 2002, I was fortu­
nate enough to win an election as a North Carolina Superior 
Court Judge. Many told me while running for this office 
that a resident Superior Court Judge is the best job in the 
state. They were right. I find myself recalling many tidbits 
from law school while ruling on evidentiary issues in the 
courtroom. Because of Tom Anderson, I will always remem­
ber Rule 801 regarding admissions of party-opponent 
because he stood on top of his chair, and I will remember 
that a fresh slice of pizza, along with anything else under the 
sun, can be used to refresh recollection. I can still smell the 
exhaust and see the grin on Alan Button's face when he 
cranked a chainsaw inside Kivett Hall. It is amazing how 
often certain legal issues learned at Campbell help me now 
while sitting on the bench. I believed then that the details 
hammered home by Professors Lord, Hetrick, McLaughlin, 
Beci, McQuade, and others, were much too isolated for 
practical use. I was wrong. I guess one could learn the same 
thing from other law schools, but I doubt you'd have as 
much fun. 
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^Jecretary of State Elaine Marshall, 
former U.S. Senator Jesse Helms, and 
Dr. Jim Royston, executive director of 
the Baptist State Convention, were 
among approximately 1,000 guests 
who attended the inauguration of Dr. 
Jerry M. Wallace as the fourth presi­
dent of Campbell University. Wallace 
was inaugurated Friday, April 2, on the 
mall of the Lundy-Fetterman School of 
Business. A chilly wind stirred the 
banks of state and 
international flags ^ P 0 
that flanked the r» r» r f' i 
platform, as state i K t J I L/ 
officials, members 
of the Campbell faculty. Board of 
Trustees, Presidential Board of 
Advisors, alumni, and friends brought 
greetings in the raw afternoon. 
"It is a distinct, personal privilege 
for me to be here today representing 
Governor Easley and the people of 
North Carolina," said Secretary 
Marshall, a 1981 graduate of Campbell's 
Norman Adrian Wiggins School of 
Law. "Campbell University plays an 
important role in our state's history 
nd in our future. Never has the mis­
sion to educate the next generation 
been more important than now," 
Marshall said. "But we must do more 
E L L  I N A U G U R A T E S  F O U R T H  
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than educate," Marshall continued. 
"We must give guidance and moral 
direction as well. I know your vision 
for Campbell University, Dr. Wallace, 
is to continue to fulfill both of these 
missions." 
Dr. Norman A. Wiggins, current 
chancellor and third president of 
Campbell University, quoted a former 
president of Columbia University in 
his remarks. "The passing of the power 
from one president to another is just 
an incident," Wiggins said. "The uni­
versity is everlasting. But it is a very 
important incident. We will hold you 
in our prayers and in our hearts." 
"I say thank you for inviting me to 
come to Campbell 34 years ago, 
and for having confidence 
enough to allow me to share the 
great mission and calling of 
Campbell University," said 
Wallace. "This inauguration 
service marks the ceremonial 
beginning of a new presidency, 
but it is much more. It is a time 
to celebrate the great achieve­
ments of Campbell University, 
to rededicate ourselves to 
Campbell's mission, and to set forth a 
vision for the years ahead." 
Among his many goals for the uni­
versity, Wallace promised a continuing 
resolve to look ahead and embrace new 
opportunities, to affirm diversity, and 
to provide Campbell students an edu­
cation in the context of a Christian 
community. He pledged to respond to 
the existing and developing needs of 
the region, state, and nation by provid­
ing new undergraduate, graduate, and 
professional programs that comple­
ment and extend Campbell's mission. 
He vowed to provide new and improved 
academic, residential, student-life, and 
athletic programs and facilities; to 
challenge alumni to greater involve­
ment with Campbell; and to increase 
efforts to enlist new benefactors from 
a broader constituency with a new 
marketing and advancement plan. 
"I enthusiastically welcome this 
great opportunity and calling," Wallace 
said. "I welcome all who are assembled 
here today to join me in accepting 
the great challenge of working together 
to ensure the success of Campbell 
University. God being my Helper, 
I will do my best!" 
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Frances K. Marsh 
Chrfslina Buchanan Matheson 
Lawrence F. Mazer 
Dawn Israel McCall 
Sheila K. McLamb 
Sarah Pafterscin Bri!«"jn Meldrum 
Robert R. Merhige III 
Carol V. Miller 
Peter ion Miller 
lames Battle Morgan Jr. 
lohn F. Murano 
). Jefferson Newton 
Imelda jean Pate 
Robin Perkins Pendergraft 
Michael Kiah Perry 
Cynthia M. Pittard 
Kenneth Praschan 
Francis B. Prior 
Sandra Strader Pugh 
Frederick Stephen Rogers 
Hilton Lamar Ruth III 
Randall Malloy Sauls 
Jeffrey M. Seigle 
Deborah Ann Shandies 
William A. Sigmon 
Ben H. Sirmons )r-
Cregory C. Smith 
Thomas Warwick Steed III 
Rebecca L. Stevens 
Philip Summa 
Gene B. Tarr 
Ann Callison Taylor 
Richard McAlpin Thigpen 
Stephen Philip Vogel* 
Walter Samuel Weathers 
Lyda Tyson Winstead 
Ruth Witmer 
Merinda Swanson Woody 
Homer N. Wright III 
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20- Year Reunion—October 2004 
lames A. Atkins 
Elizabeth Marshall Atkins 
Tim C. Baker 
John Barkley 
Darnell A. Batton 
Monty C. Beck 
leannie jo Bell-Nichols 
Pamela Weaver Best 
Alan Jay Blake 
Elizabeth Johnson Bondurant 
Clifford Ricky Bowman 
John A. Bowman 
Roy David Bradley 
Scott Thomas Brewer 
Jennifer D. Brock 
John Catlett Bruffey )r. 
Judy Lee August Buck 
Kenneth L. Burgess 
Carole Lynn Calder 
Karen Dodson Campbell 
Kenneth R. Campbell 
Ernest Rawls Carter Jr, 
Leroy Russell Castle 
Todd Cerwin 
John Graham Clark III 
Janet Robin Coleman 
David Samuel Cooper 
Kenneth Sheiton Corbett 
James Kent Coward Jr, 
David Bailey Crosland III 
Melinda Haynie Crouch 
Maurice Greg Grumpier 
I- Thomas Davis 
James Ray Deal 
Frank Stephen Dearmin 
Barbara Knox Echard 
Joseph H. Forbes Jr. 
Marshall J, Frank 
Braxton Gillam 
L. Darlene Graham* 
IBusiness Court | Software Installecf in Classrooms and Courtroomsl 
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Stanley Hammer 
Ellen Butler Hancox 
Samuel Ferguson Hanna 
Marouf Hasian 
Lu Pendlelon Hayes 
Susanne Hayes 
lames Herring Ir. 
Billy Davis Home Ir. 
Gregory Keith lames 
Michael Allan johnson |r. 
Margaret Robison Kantlehner 
jeffrey Perry Keeter 
Charlene Boykin King 
Mark Elliott Klass 
George Russell Kornegay III 
Stephen Krampf* 
Steven Craig Lavi-'rence 
William Paul Lewis II 
John Fletcher Logan 
Richard A. Love 
lohn A. Maxfield 
Nancy Caudle McGirt 
William Lester McGuirt 
Douglas F. Mcintosh 
Susan Howerton Mclntyre 
lames DeVaine McKinney III 
Randy Meares 
Teresa Hinson Merhige 
Elaine Cohoon Miller 
DexJer Miracle* 
Page Dolley Morgan 
Steven Mundy 
Thomas B. Murphy 
Risden Thomas Nichols jr. 
H. William Palmer jr. 
Wayne lames Payne 
Clyde Holland Perdue Ir, 
Greg Piccola 
Ray Kearney Pleasant 
Warren Thomas Portwood jr.* 
Rebekah L. Randolph 
William H. Riddick III 
lanet Hrones Roach 
Micajah Bert Sessoms* 
April Evans Stephenson 
james Benjamin Stephenson 
Neil Wayne Stephenson |r. 
Charles Marion Stines 
Margaret C. Strickland 
Mary Louise Potter Summa 
Andrew Peter Tennent 
Cheryl Thomas 
K. Elaine Hamrick Thompson 
Michael Mauldin Thompson 
Brian Upchurch 
Kimberly Noe Upchurch 
Frederick R. Wagner Ir. 
Stanley Zeigler White 
Henry Monroe Whitesides jr. 
Elizabeth McKinney Whitt 
Thomas Wilson Ir. 
John I. Winn 
Craig Young 
1985  
james Laurence Allard jr. 
Talmage Sherrill Baggett |r, 
Shelby Duffy Benton 
Lewis Bibb 
Freda Bowman Black 
A, Michael Bross 
Vickie L. Burge 
Joseph B. Chambliss jr. 
john Lloyd Coble 
Clay A. Collier 
Robert L. Cooper 
Buxton S. Copeland 
Isaac Cortes 
Leslie L. Craft 
Everett B. Dowe III 
Mark Reid Edmondson 
Frank H. Ernest 
June Seley Ferrell 
Donna S. Forbes 
William Trent Fox jr. 
Peggy Harris Frank 
Phillip A. Fusco 
Joseph Marshall Garrett 
Elizabeth Bals Godfrey 
Thomas Michael Godley 
Amy Gilien Gore 
jeffrey P Gray 
Vonno Lamar Gudger 111 
Carolyn Muilenax Hair 
Regina McNally Hock 
Doug Hoy 
Matthew Kevin Hubbard 
John Thomas Hudson 
Brian Geoffrey Hulse 
Carl G. Ivarsson Jr. 
Anne Jones King 
William Lewis King 
Ann H. Kirby 
Andrew A, Lassiter 
Lisa Boutelle Lazzara 
Ernest R. Lee 
Melissa Carraway Lemmrjnd 
A Conversation with 
Anthony Baker 
hLb n December 1999, Anthony Baker was a law professor at Pepperdine 
University. That changed after phone conversations with Greg Wallace and Dean 
Willis E Whichard. Baker was intrigued enough to deliver a mock lecture on 
campus. He was soon sold on Campbell, and the feeling was mutual. 
The following are some of Baker's reflections during a Counselor interview with 
Brandon Wright, Associate Dean for External Relations, on the law, teaching, 
ethics, and resolving conflicts between his faith and his vocation. 
" I  W A N T E D  T O  S E E  
T H E  W O R L D ,  B U T . . . "  
Being black, there are things you get 
tired of in the Southern culture. I was 
tired of what I had seen as a parochial, 
small place — that's all part of being 
young and growing up. Once I was 
married and started a family, it was 
easier to stay away. I did not expect to 
be back. It has been a wonderful 
homecoming to come back to North 
Carolina. I'm just at the age where I 
can appreciate it — the richness cul­
turally and the richness of growth that 
has occurred in the state. I am living 
in Angier; I never expected to be in a 
small town in central North Carolina, 
but the whole experience has been 
wonderful. 
" W E  N E E D  T O  
T A C K L E  I S S U E S  O F  
D I V E R S I T Y  I N  I T S  
B R O A D  S E N S E . . . "  
We have to talk about how our mis­
sion interacts with what it is that we 
want to do. We need to tackle issues of 
diversity in its broad sense. We need to 
foster alumni support, both from a 
hands-on and financial standpoint. 
So, we have to tackle those things. 
Nevertheless, there is this wonderful 
sort of almost ministry that goes on 
daily here at Campbell that we should 
be really proud of, and I am really 
pleased with it. 
" Y O U  B A S I C A L L Y  
H A V E  T W O  J O B S . . . "  
I make a living teaching criminal law 
and procedure. I enjoy this aspect of 
teaching. I am concerned a lot that 
students come to understand the sort 
of developmental aspects of American 
criminal justice: why our system looks 
the way it looks, how it manifests itself, 
the kinds of underlying jurisprudential 
questions that are the foundations for 
criminal law and procedure. So, we 
talk about those things, and I enjoy 
that. That's what I do for a living. My 
moonlighting job, the job I really 
enjoy, is legal history. 
" . . . T H E  A N T I -
I N T E L L E C T U A L I S M  
O F  L A W  S C H O O L . . . "  
We basically have to wait for the 
students who are frustrated by the 
anti-intellectualism of the law school 
to make themselves known. When 
you see them, you try to feed that desire 
to know rather than to memorize, the 
desire to understand rather than sim­
ply to manipulate information. 
" . . .  J U R I S P R U D E N C E  
O N  T H E  G R O U N D . . . "  
I do think that Campbell makes the 
effort uniquely among law schools in 
its jurisprudence program. I think the 
compromise is to develop what I call 
"jurisprudence on the ground" rather 
than in the air. I will infuse and often­
times cram this sort of intellectual 
content into class. For example, with 
criminal law, the first thing my stu­
dents use is John Locke's Second 
Treatise of Government, which was 
published in 1688. The reason they 
do it is that I tell them they don't 
know it but they're living in an 
enlightened society. This is a late 17th 
and early 18th century society. Not 
much has changed since then. Post­
modernism notwithstanding, we still 
live by the "ought," the "right," the 
natural right, and what is right. 
" . . . B E I N G  
C H R I S T I A N  2 4  
H O U R S  A  D A Y . . . "  
What I have found in my life is that 
when you understand who you are, the 
choices you have to make when things 
conflict are clear between the two. 
Because I see myself as a Christian, but 
because I only identify vocationally as 
a lawyer, something I do rather than 
who I am, when those two worlds 
come into conflict, it's not a hard 
choice. If the law requires me to make 
a decision different from the ethics 
that drive me as a Christian, then 
choosing law is denying myself; deny- ^ 
ing the person I am. 
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" . . .  T H E  D I S C O N N E C T  B E T W E E N  
L A W  A N D  M O R A L I T Y . . . "  
We had a wonderful session in which we looked at a notori­
ous case from the North Carolina Supreme Court — State v. 
Norman, a horrible case. 
We were looking at the issue of self-defense in a battered-
wife type of situation. It was an interesting case because you 
had a real strong majority opinion and a real strong dissent, 
as well as a sense of unfairness at the assault. I asked Justice 
Willis Whichard to come into the class and talk about his 
deliberations regarding the case. It was a great experience for 
the students to be able to see the sort of thought process that 
goes on. It's not an easy thing. The only thing I can do is 
to let the students live with the tension — putting the two 
different ways in which we see these problems out there. 
Eventually, they will come to their own conclusions; that 
1 part of the process, I don't feel I should captain. 
" I N V I T I N G  T H E  S T U D E N T  I N T O  
C O N F L I C T . . . "  
What I am doing is inviting the student into conflict. 
I would encourage students to manage their good common 
sense and not to separate themselves from that, and to 
become more like they are and they will become good 
lawyers. But you have to remember that we as lawyers do 
not produce — we do not grow an ear of corn, we do not 
hammer a nail, we do not turn a screw. Producers are what 
make this nation work, whether it's the guy who is turning a 
simple screw in an assembly line situation to the person who 
is inventing whatever; they are the people who make the 
nation go. The rest of us are servants. We need to situate 
ourselves in that way of serving people, and we ought to act 
in this capacity. 
" S E R V I C E  I S  P A R T  O F  T H E  
C A M P B E L L  P R O C E S S . . . "  
I think Campbell is uniquely situated among law schools. 
Talking about service as a reason for being is part of the 
Campbell process. Whether we do it right or wrong, it's 
wired into the system. We have this unique opportunity 
^within this very ambitious mission that we have set for 
" ourselves to equip our students in the ways to be effective 
lawyers." 
John Bumgarner, a 2003 law graduate, is a 
federal judicial clerk in the Middle District of 
North Carolina located in Greensboro. John is 
clerking for the Honorable Frank W. Bullock, Jr. 
R E F L E C T I O N S  O F  A  
2 0 0 3  G R A D U A T E :  
J O H N  B U M G A R N E R  
I spent four of the best years of my life in Buies 
Creek, North Carolina, as an undergraduate student 
at Campbell University and gained my education for 
life. I spent three of the longest and most rewarding 
years of my life as a law student at Campbell's 
Norman Adrian Wiggins School of Law. During 
my three years of law school, I learned many things 
that I will never remember about property law and 
federal income taxation. More importantly, however, 
I will always remember how much Willis Whichard, 
Tom Anderson, Greg Wallace, Richard Rodgers, 
Patrick Hetrick, Alan Button, Charles Lewis, Jean 
Cary, and Anthony Baker truly cared about each one 
of their students. 
Many people have asked me whether Campbell 
University has a different type of law school when 
compared with other law schools in North Carolina 
and across the nation. I always respond by saying 
that I have never attended any other law school 
besides Campbell, and so I have no idea what or how 
other law schools teach their students. I do believe, 
however, that Campbell has a law school that is 
different from the others due to its seasoned and 
compassionate faculty and staff. I also believe that 
Campbell's law school is different because it teaches 
law students how to practice law and prepares its law 
students to hit the ground running on the first day 
after the bar exam. 
I am confident that Campbell University's Norman 
Adrian Wiggins School of Law has provided me with 
an outstanding legal education and I hope that one 
day I am able to give something back to Campbell 
because Campbell has given so much to me. 
Peggy S, Levin 
Marcus Bruce Liles III 
Charies Moffitt Lineberry Jr. 
Samuel Austin Mann* 
Kimberly Kelly Mann 
Donald W. Marcari 
John D. Martin 
Mark Andrew Mason 
Arthur R McKinney Jr. 
lohn C. Moffett 
lames L, Moore jr. 
Helen C. Mueller 
Cathy L. Mullens 
Terry Martin Murphy 
David R Nanney Jr. 
Robert Thomas Newman Sr. 
Edward B. Nolan Jr. 
Katherine S. Parker-Lowe 
Karen Ann Peacock 
iames Crowel! Proctor 
Robert Bfackwell Rader 
Bobbie Newman Redding 
Jack K- Robinson Ir 
Sarah Cowen Seaton 
Benjamin Patrick Sharpe 
William Timothy Sharpe 
Linda Lee Macaulay Shields 
loseph Frank Silek )r. 
Sharon Ruppe Smith 
Kruen C, Sorvari 
Donald Redford Soule 
Sharon Hartman Spence* 
Robert John Stiehl III 
Rose Hunt Stoul 
Michael Wayne Strickland 
David S. Terlder 
Ronald C, True 
Andrew A. Vanore III 
Ronald S. Webster 
Keith Ellis Werner 
lay Kevin White 
Teresa Leigh White 
Kelly C. Williams 
Benny Keith Wilson 
Wallace R. Young Jr. 
1986 
William D. Auman 
John F. Ayers III 
James W. Ballou ill 
Lawrence Boehling 
Marion Drane Boone 
Jerry L, Bruner 
Leslie Lynn Bruner 
William Henry Burwell* 
Rickey Glenn Butler 
James Carroll Butt 
Thomas DeVane Carr 
Thomas Dixon Carruthers 
Kristi E. Cave 
lames Joseph Chapman 
Randail Ray Combs* 
Boyd Brent Conner 
Andrew Ralph Dempster 
Matthew Thompson Dill 
Lisa Morris Duncan 
Rebecca Eggers-Gryder 
Catherine Mary El-Khouri 
Donald W. Ennis 
Sarah Elizabeth Fairman 
Frances Grain Farthing 
John B. Finch 
Tamara Allen Fleming 
Robin Loyd Fornes* 
Billy Ray Godwin Jr. 
Charles L, Graham Jr. 
Timothy Hugh Graham 
Ellen M. Gregg 
Donald Ernest Harrop jr. 
Robert Branson Hobbs jr. 
Margaret Morgan Holmes 
Clifton Walker Homesley 
Frank Curtis Howe 
Barry Lynn Hoyte 
Catherine Carter Hunter 
Cheryl Denise Jackson 
Bruce Lowell James 
Melanie Morris James 
Sidney Phillips lessup 
Elaine Strickland Kelley 
Robert Carl Kerner |r 
Albert David Kirby Jr. 
David Ross Lange 
Pamela Sue Leslie 
Constance McLean Ludwig 
Michael Stewart Marr 
Kathryn Lee McEniry 
Donald Ikerd McRee Jr. 
Deborah Lynn McSwain 
lohn Robert Means 
Ralph William Meekins 
George Nick Miller 
Hobert Franklin Miincey Jr. 
Edward Alan O'Neal 
William Jeffrey Overton 
Jerry Delbert Parker Jr. 
Bradford Carter Phillips 
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Kathryn Byrd Remick 
M. Annette Rhodes 
LeAnn Martin Rhodes 
Paul Christian Ridgeway 
Leslie Stanley Robinson 
Mark Andrew Scnjggs 
Deborah Smith Seagle 
Marguerite Self 
Starr Burns Shaffer 
Jenny L. Sharpe 
Elizabeth Freshwater Smith 
Randall David Smith 
Timothy Wayne Smith 
Roy G. Sowers III 
Dennis Wayne Stanford 
Theresa Bunce Stephenson 
Sarah Suzanne Stevens 
Caron Hall Stewart 
Vernon K. Stewart 
Branch Washington Vincent III 
James Hunter Wade 
Mark Deotz Welch 
Chloe lean Wellons 
Barney Joe Wheeler' 
William Dudley Whitley III 
1987  
Cynthia Woodall Avrette 
Derrick Rutledge Bailey 
Kenneth N. Barnes 
Debra A. Barone-Jay 
William Bickett Barrow 
Andrew David Bock 
Wayne Sheiton Boyette 
Alison Louise Boyette 
James Frank Bradsher 
Charles Raymer Briggs 
Elizabeth J. Brigham 
Luther Johnson Britt ill 
Thomas McAvoy Brittain jr. 
Donald M. Brown Jr. 
Deryl Brown-Archie 
john Edwin Cargill II 
L. Cameron Caudle jr. 
James Percy Cauley 111 
Darrell Browning Cayton Jr. 
Melanie Hite Clark 
Judy Coggins 
Joe M. Collins 
John Keener Cook 
Susan Elizabeth Crooks 
Harding Kent Crowe 
Richard Andrew Culler 
George B. Currin 
Dewitt Woodruff Daniell 
William K. Dove II 
Jill Miller Drake 
Timothy Mark Dunn 
Anne Mayo Evans 
J. Boyce Garland jr. 
Richard L. Griffin 
Alvin Ellis Gurganus II 
C. Lynn Gwaltney 
Scott Hancox 
Charles C. Henderson 
Susan D. Hendrick 
Jeanie Reavis Houston 
Genevieve Maxwell Howard 
H. Lloyd Howard 
Gregory Donald Hutchins 
Robert L. Inge 
Cynthia Roberson Jarrell 
Eugene M. Jordan 11 
Gregory M. Kash 
Timothy Michael Kotroco 
Catherine Brothers Lassiter 
Gregory Kemp Liles 
Beniia Ann Lloyd 
jimmy Lewis Love Jr. 
Joseph F. Lyies 
A, J. Martin* 
Sherry Cornett McConnell 
Johnny Royce Morgan 
Grey H. Morris 
Paul A. Newton 
Charlene D. Norris 
Steven Ray Phiilips 
Sheena Kay Poe 
Sherry Dew Prince 
Margaret Potter Rader 
David Johnson Ramsaur 
Joseph Lane Ray 
Marina Stevens Roach 
jeff Daniel Rogers 
Paul Randall Ross 
Edward K. Rotenberry 
Anthony A. Saffo 
Kelly A. Saunders 
jacqueline Scott 
H. Ranee Singleton 
William T. Skinner IV 
Carolyne Ward Smith 
Valerie B. Spalding 
Cheryl Lynn Spencer 
George Edward Story 
Bobby Joe Stricklin 
Michael G. Takac 
William B. Trice 
F A C U L T Y  N O T E S  A N D  H O N O R S  
Campbell Law Dean Honored: 
E V E M E N T 
H I S T O R Y  
L I F E T I M E  A C H I  
I  N  
B Y  S U S A N  W E L C H  
r 
iting his illustrious public service 
record and contributions to the histor­
ical literature of North Carolina, the 
North Carolina Literary and Historical 
Association recently presented 
Willis P. Whichard with the 
Christopher Crittenden Memorial 
Award for significant contributions 
to the preservation of North Carolina 
history. Whichard, a former state 
Supreme Court Justice, is dean of 
Campbell University's Norman 
Adrian Wiggins School of Law. 
"He has more degrees than a ther­
mometer and is the only person in 
North Carolina history to serve in 
both houses of the state legislature 
and on both of the state's appellate 
courts," said Jerry Cashion, association 
president and presenter of the award. 
Cashion called Whichard's work in 
both the state legislature and the judi­
cial field "astounding." 
"He is truly a man for all seasons," 
Cashion said. 
Whichard was elected to the North 
Carolina House of Representatives in 
1970 and the North Carolina Senate 
in 1974. He also served on both of the 
state's appellate courts. He was an asso­
ciate justice of the North Carolina 
Supreme Court from 1986-98 and 
has been dean and professor of law at 
Campbell University since July 1, 1999. 
His book. Justice James Iredell, 
published in 2000, is considered the 
definitive biography of the North 
Carolina statesman and Revolutionary 
War figure who became one of the 
original justices on the U.S. Supreme 
Court. The book was selected by 
Choice magazine for inclusion on its 
38th annual Outstanding Academic 
Titles list. 
"A man really ought not to pay 
much attention to the accolades," 
Whichard said upon accepting the 
award, "but this is a real honor, and I 
hope to accomplish much more in the 
field of history before I'm through." 
Whichard, who is a charter member 
of the North Carolinian Society, 
served as president of the North 
Carolina Institute of Justice and the 
North Carolina Literary and Historical 
Association. He was chairman of the 
North Carolina Supreme Court Task 
Force on Permanent Families from 
1988-98 and has served on the board 
of directors for the North Carolina 
Child Advocacy Institute, the North 
Carolina Center on Crime and 
Punishment, and the Development 
Foundation for the North Carolina 
Center for the Advancement of 
Teaching. 
He has been named to Who's Who in 
America, Who's Who in the South and 
Southeast, Who's Who in American Law, 
and Who's Who in American Politics. 
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Whichard Elected to 
American Law Institute 
1987 
1^ illis whichard has been elected to membership in the 
American Law Institute, which has approximately 3,600 
elected and life members. 
"Only the most distinguished lawyers, judges, and legal 
academics are elected to the American Law Institute, which 
takes seriously its non-partisan mission to improve law and 
legal institutions in this country and throughout the world," 
said Katharine T. Bartlett, dean and A. Kenneth Pye Professor 
of Law at the Duke University School of Law, one of the 
individuals who nominated Whichard. 
"Willis Whichard has distinguished 
himself in each professional role he 
has assumed — as practicing lawyer, 
appellate judge, and now law school 
dean," Bartlett added. "There could 
hardly be a more appropriate mem­
ber for this organization. Through 
his participation in the ALI, he will 
be a credit to Campbell University, 
well as to the state of North 
Carolina and the legal profession." 
Members are selected on the basis 
of professional achievement and 
demonstrated interest in the 
improvement of the law. Elected 
members are expected to participate 
in the work of the organization in 
several ways, including attending 
annual meetings; submitting written 
comments on drafts; serving as 
reporters, advisers, or consultants on 
ALI projects; participating as speakers 
or lecturers in programs sponsored 
by the ALI; or by authoring ALI 
publications. 
"Dean Whichard's election to this 
prestigious Institute is indeed an 
honor for him, as well as for 
Campbell University. This highly 
sought-after recognition is a credit to 
him and his unwavering dedication 
to his profession throughout his 
career," said Dr. Norman A. 
Wiggins, chancellor of Campbell 
University. "I am confident Dean Whichard will represent 
the law school and the University exceedingly well through 
his participation in the Institute's numerous legal activities." 
The ALI, founded in 1923 and based in Philadelphia, 
drafts and publishes restatements of the law, model codes, 
and other proposals for legal reform. ALI's incorporators 
included Chief Justice and former President William 
Howard Taft, future Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes, 
and former Secretary of State Elihu Root. 
N C  B A R  H O N O R S  D A V I S  
I he qualities that made F. Leary 
Davis an outstanding dean of the law 
school were the same qualities that 
prompted law school alumni to estab­
lish an endowed fund in his honor at 
the North Carolina Bar Association. 
The fund honoring Davis was dedicated 
Wednesday, May 1, 2003, at the North 
Carolina Bar Center in Cary. 
Through a gift of $25,000, the F. 
Leary Davis Justice Fund was endowed 
as part of the North Carolina Bar 
Association Foundation Endowment. 
The fund will be used to help under­
write grants related to enhancing the 
professional competence of lawyers, 
protecting and promoting the legal 
rights of citizens, scholarship pro­
grams, and other worthy endeavors. 
"It's a kind of payback," said Raleigh 
attorney Perry Safran (J.D. '81), who 
headed up the steering committee, 
composed of Campbell Law School 
alumni who raised the funds. "The 
committee has been aware of the Bar's 
interest in honoring notable lawyers in 
North Carolina for a long time. This 
was our way of paying tribute to 
the qualities in Dean Davis that he 
inspired in us as students." 
Safran, who was a student during 
Davis' tenure as founding dean of the 
law school (1979—1986), remembers 
him as practical and down-to-earth, 
yet focused on theory. 
"It's a rare professor who can teach 
students to be practical lawyers, zeal­
ous advocates for all clients, and yet 
always mindful of the reasons why 
they became lawyers in the first place," 
Safran said. 
A plaque commemorating the 
F. Leary Davis Justice Fund was 
presented to the North Carolina 
Bar Association. 
Joan B. Troy 
Lisa Finger Vaughn 
james M. Walen 
Dianne Trogdon Wall 
Mark Ward 
james Merritt White II! 
Kathleen Marie Widelski 
Scott L. Wilkinson 
E. Raymond Wocjdard IN 
Paul Marshall Voder 
lames William Zisa 
1988 
L E A R Y  D A V I S  
Clyde O. Ackerman jr. 
Bradley R. Alien 
Victor Albert Anderson Jr. 
Martha Harrell Beam 
John £. Bedi 
Bobby L. Bollinger Jr. 
James Phillip Bonner 
Elizabeth Faye Brooks 
Lu Ann Brown 
Alan Glenn Cloninger 
Audrey Lane Cofjper 
Lisa Cranberry Corbett 
Rita Holbert Cox 
Mark Cumalander 
Tonya Currin Cumalander 
lames Parker Davidson 
David Kenneth Davis 
Harry Alfred Dest 
lames Matfhew Dillon 
Kenneth Hall Epple )r. 
Christina E. Ferreyra 
lohn A. Floyd 
B, Kemp Floyd jr. 
lohnnyA. Foster 
Michael C. Frue 
David Martin Godwin 
Andrew Moser Gregson 
juiia Lynette Gullett 
Daniel D. Hall 
Weldon Samuel Hamrick jr. 
Linda j. Hartwell 
Marcus Edward Hayes Sr. 
Robert E. Hensley 
Roy Allen Howell III 
Brett A. Hubbard 
Crier Jewell Hurley 
Stephen Graham Inman 
Regina McKinney joe 
Gene Benton Johnson 
Jesse Ronald Jones Jr. 
Beth Tyner jones 
John Anthony Kerr 
Charles R. Kinsey III 
Patricia Wilson Knulson 
jan Kroboth 
David J. Kuhn 
James T. Lee 
Benjamin E. LeFever 
Iris P. Leong 
Sarah A. Linn 
Jeffrey Richard Luedeke 
Angela Carol Marshall 
William Bynum Marshall 
Kathy Montgomery McCraw 
Edna Caroline McEachern 
Loann Smith Meekins 
Lance Christopher Miller 
Cynthia Anne Mills 
Kathleen Murphy 
jean Christy Maroules Myers 
Charles E. Neill III 
Mark Carlton Osterhout 
Gregory Bruce Park 
Michael john Pirich 
Steve Button Potter 
Dallas Morris Pounds 
Lorie C. Pretzel 
John S. Rainey jr. 
Douglas F. Ricks 
Phillip Anthony Roach 
Orrin R. Robbins Jr. 
John Ryland Rose 
Melanie J. Saunders 
William Ty Sawyer 
Peter Richard Shedor 
janet L. Shires 
Bryon M, Smith 
Donna Sutton Stroud 
David Roy Teddy 
Hoyt Gold Tessener 
Henry Norman Thorp III 
Marjory J. Timoihy 
Stanley M. Todd 
Charlotte A. Towe 
Virginia Bond Turner 
Rebecca Dannette Underwood 
CetKge Thomas Valsame 
Robert Simpson Welch 
Wilford V West IV 
Carol Muse White 
Kevin W. Whiteheart 
Robyn R. Compton Whitman 
Mary Meeks Willis 
Lorysa Winterhalter 
Sharon A. Woodard 
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15-Year Reunion — October 2004 
Bridgetl Brilt Aguirre 
lerry Arthur Allen Jr. 
Emery Denny Ashley 
John David Bartenfield 
Brenda Bergeron 
Gayla Graham Biggs 
Lee Boone Bollinger 
Russell D. Bostic 
Harold Lee Boughman Jr. 
William Ray Bradley 
Susan Campbell 
JoAnne Lewis Carlyle 
Connie E. Carrigan 
Linda G. Cauffman 
William Edvk-ard Chrisco 
Cindy Christ 
Don E. Clark Ir. 
Linda Coggins 
William Taylor Corbett Jr. 
Jena Renee Culler 
Holly Snow Cutler 
Jeffrey Max Cutler 
Wanda Bracks Daughtry 
John B. Dunn Jr. 
Lorelle N. Feezor 
Harold Andrew Fink 
Barbara Smith Foster 
Kimberly Dianne Gasperson-Justice 
James Richard Goodman 
Lora B. Greene 
David R. Guin 
Susan Snodgrass Haas 
Phillip Harward 
Stephen Lawrence Hill 
Karen Christine Hobbs 
H. Forest Home 
Thomas Edward Horner 
Larry Glenn Hoyle 
John Huffstetler 
Robert B. Humphreys Jr. 
Benjamin Gale Hurley Jr, 
james Austin Jackson 
Sharon Anne Johnston 
Robert G, Jones 
Walter L. Jones 
Lindy Lane Leger 
Leyi Li 
William Andrew Maddox 
Anne B. Mahoney 
john Pierce Marshall 
David F. McRae 
Amy Elizabeth Mellender 
Robert H. Melville Jr. 
Emery Edwards Milliken 
Patrick Holden Nance 
Cynthia Lee Perry 
William Franklin Porter 
George Gregory Pozega 
Paul J. Raisig 
Phillip Howell Redmond Jr. 
Mary Alexander Reid 
Dawn Wine Ruple 
Robyn E. Singletary 
Cassandra Dawn Skerrett 
Mary Elizabeth Smerko 
Sherra Robinson Smith 
Sharon Hill Sprinkle 
J. William St. Clair 
Gregory Alexander Stakias 
R. Palmer Sugg 
John Daniel Sullivan 
Kurt Tavernier 
Patricia Potter Taylor 
Beverly Denice Teague 
Kimbrell Kelly Tucker 
Alice Graham Underbill 
Susan Fetzer Vick 
Clifton Campbell West 
W, Jay Wheless 
Julie T. Williams 
Harriet F. Worley 
Patricia Easton Wright 
Michael Louis Yopp 
David Lynn York 
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Karen Anne Alexander 
john jefferson Barrow 
Bruce Batchelor 
Paul N. Blake 111 
Marlene Dixon Blake 
Arthur M. Blue 
Roiiert J. Bonds 
Harriett A. Bonds 
David Scott Bowers 
Kevin R. Brackett 
Wallace Wayne Bradsher Jr. 
Angela Sue Bullard 
Laurie J. Burch 
Kenneth D, Burns 
Thomasine Campljell 
Christopher Lee Carr 
johnny C. Chriscoe Jr. 
Michael W. Clark 
Todd Anthony Cline 
Melinda Crawford 
F A C U L T Y  N O T E S  A N D  H O N O R S  
a s s o c i a t e  p r o f e s s o r  j e a n  c a r y  
p r o f e s s o r  
T h o m a s  p .  
n n d e r s o n  
Professor Anderson served on the 
faculty for Emory Law School's 
Kessler-Eidson Trial Techniques 
Program for 2002 and 2003. He 
is currently the BarBri Bar Review 
lecturer for North Carolina Civil 
Procedure and is on the board of 
directors for the North Carolina 
Legal Education Assistance 
Foundation. Professor Anderson 
is a member of the Susie Sharp 
Inn of Court in Raleigh. 
Jean Cary, an associate professor of 
law, received the 2001 Honorable 
Prentice H. Marshall Faculty Award 
from the National Institute for Trial 
Advocacy for her many years of 
service to the organization. 
Cary has been involved with 
NITA since 1983, and since 1988 
has served as the program director 
for the Southeast Regional 
Deposition Program sponsored by 
NITA. She has also served as direc­
tor of NITA's Southeast Regional 
Program since 1999. She is a fre­
quent teacher in NITA programs 
across the country. "We have 
known for a long time that Jean is a 
truly outstanding teacher. It's nice 
to see that recognized at the 
national level, as well," said Willis 
Whichard, dean. "The recognition 
is a signal honor, both for Professor 
Cary and for the law school." As 
one of more than a thousand attor­
neys teaching in NITA programs 
nationwide, Cary was surprised by 
this acknowledgment. 
"I am overwhelmed with the 
honor of receiving this award from 
the premier trial advocacy teaching 
organization in the country. The 
National Institute for Trial 
Advocacy has set an extremely 
high standard for the teaching of 
trial skills. An award from this 
organization is indeed a great 
honor," Cary said. 
"If anyone should get the credit 
for this award it is the excellent 
teachers with the National Institute 
for Trial Advocacy and my col­
leagues at Campbell's School of 
Law who have shared their insights 
and skills with me." 
Professor Cary co-authored a 
book entitled Legal Counseling and 
Negotiating by Nick Herman, Jean 
Cary and Joe Kennedy. The book 
was published by Lexis/Nexis. 
In November 2003, Professor 
Cary served as a panelist for the 
North Carolina Bar Association 
seminar, "Clarence Darrow: Crimes, 
Causes, and the Courtroom," at the 
North Carolina Bar Center in Cary. 
a s s o c i a t e  p r o f e s s o r  B r y a n  B o y d  
Professor Bryan Boyd is in the 
process of finishing his first year of 
teaching at Campbell. In April, he 
received the Most Outstanding 
Professor of the Year Award at 
the law school's 2004 Law Day 
Banquet. 
In addition to preparing for next 
year's IL Orientation and his 
classes, Professor Boyd will be 
assisting Justice Bob Orr on a num­
ber of endeavors as Justice Orr 
concludes his distinguished career at 
the North Carolina Supreme Court. 
In addition, Professor Boyd will 
be working on two student assistance 
groups for next year. The first group 
will provide a network to the spouses 
and significant others of law students. 
This group will seek to provide sup­
port to both student and spouse/ 
significant other during the rigors of 
the law school experience. The sec­
ond group, in conjunction with other 
members of the law faculty, will assist 
in providing academic support serv­
ices to students. The group will focus 
on trouble areas students face in law 
school such as time management and 
exam preparation. 
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p r o f e s s o r  j o h n n y  c h r i s c o e  
Professor Chriscoe teaches Torts 
I and II, Insurance Law, Trial 
Advocacy, and Advanced Trial 
and Appellate Advocacy. He also 
teaches Personal Property in the 
Performance-Based Admission 
Program. 
Professor Chriscoe serves on the 
History Committee, the Admissions 
Committee, and is the law school's 
representative on the Undergraduate 
Curriculum Committee. 
Professor Chriscoe continues to 
coach law school trial teams, and 
recently coached a local high school 
trial team to its second consecutive 
regional championship in the Wade 
Edwards Mock Trial Competition. 
a s s o c i a t e  d e a n  
m a r g a r e t  c u r r i n  
Margaret Currin, associate dean of 
Campbell University's Norman Adrian 
Wiggins School of Law, is one of five 
vice presidents elected to the North 
Carolina Bar Association's Board of 
Governors for the 2003—2004 fiscal 
year. Currin also serves as president of 
the National Association of former 
U.S. Attorneys. 
His current research interest is 
game theory and its application to 
the practice of law. 
profes sor  
pat  Hetr i ck  
Professor Hetrick continues teach­
ing basic real property law courses 
and seminars. He is a frequent 
speaker on real property law topics 
at CLE programs. He is the revising 
co-author (with Professor 
McLaughlin) of Webster's Real 
Estate Law in North Carolina and 
principal author of the North 
Carolina Real Estate Manual (2004-
2005 Edition). He is currently 
working on a Primer of Estates in 
Land and Future Interests, to be 
published in the fall of 2004, and 
he is the author of "Private 
Governments" and "The Regulation 
of Neighborhoods: The North 
Carolina Planned Community Act," 
22 Campbell L. Rev. 1 (fall 1999). 
Professor Hetrick was the 2000 
recipient of the Dean's Excellence in 
Research Award. He is a member of 
the American Bar Association and 
participates in ABA site inspections 
and accreditation visits to various 
law schools. He is a member of 
the National Conference of Bar 
Examiners Real Property Drafting 
Committee; Hearing Officer 
with the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Universities; chair 
of the Southern Association 
of Colleges and Universities 
Accreditation Team; chair of 
the ABA's Continuing Legal 
Education Committee (2000-
2003); and member of the ABA's 
Group E Real Property Committee. 
Professor Hetrick enjoys running, 
lifting weights, and (by his own 
admission) telling corny jokes. 
1990  
Kenneth F, Crow 
Wilhelmenia D. Devone-Harvey 
Rosalind Patricia Dunlop 
Debby B. Edwards 
Kimberly Tatum Edwards 
Seth Hughes Edwards 
Caren Davis Enloe 
leffery B. Foster 
Benjamin Franklin jr. 
Beniia Walker Gibbs 
David A. Gouch jr. 
Norris Musselwhite Grantham 
Gerald Henry Groon Jr. 
Veronica Moore Guarino 
Graham Francis Gurnee 
Dale Lee Hamby 
Penelope Joyner Hamby 
William Brady Hamel Sr. 
joseph Ellis Herrin 
Mary Charlotte Herring 
Alan Bryant Hewelt 
George Robert Hicks III 
Mat^it Monaco Hicks 
William Hackney High Jr. 
Claire V. Hill 
leffrey C. Hollers Jr. 
David A. jolly 
Cecil B. jones 
leffrey D. jones 
Andrew David Jones 
Darrin D. Jordan 
Melissa Owens Lassiter 
Ronda L. Lowe 
G. Michael Malone 
lerry A. Mannen jr. 
William Patrick Mayo Jr. 
Colin P. McWhirter 
lohn jacob Miller III 
Jack H. Moody jr. 
Timothy W. Morse 
Robert Mulvihill 
Francina Lewis Muse 
Georgia Spiros Nixon 
Susan Cieszko Patterson 
William W. Peaslee 
Nancy Crocker Phillips 
Debra Lyn Massie Piner 
Dale Ann Plyler 
Steve Arthur Quinn 
Susan Lane Robbins 
Jill Westmoreland Rose 
Michael |. Rousseaux 
Kristin Holmquist Ruth 
Michael P. Sanders 
Kurt David Schmidt 
Samuel Alan Scudder 
Scott Gaius Sherman 
Louis Bryan Smith 
David W, Snipes 
WarJe Austin Stanley 
Marcia Lea Morgan Stephenson 
Kelli Barefoot Stroud 
Donald R. Stroud jr. 
Kathleen G. Sumner 
Robin H. Terry 
David j, Thelen 
Thomas Gray Walker 
Charles Chris Webster 
Olivia Leigh Weeks 
Ryan Craig Sebastian Weeks 
Lucia Gordon Whitlow 
Roy H. Wiggins 
Sonya Loving Williamson 
Alan Gene Wilson' 
Charles E. Wilson 
Jeff Louis Wilson 
Karen C. Wright 
Judi S. Youngs 
1991  
Samantha G. Alsup 
Linda Smith Armstrong 
Roger Allan Askew 
james McLean Ayers II 
William Kirkiand Basnight 
Angela Skerrett Beeker 
Fred Biggers 
Mary Belh Bostic 
Richard Thomas Bowser 
Steven Kelly Brady 
lohn T. Briggs 
June Hobby Brown 
Earl T. Brown 
Robert Anthony Buzzard 
Debra F. Clark 
Cary E. Close 
Matthew Jerry Cockman 
Sandra Ray Criner 
Judy Dallon 
loseph G. Davis III 
Scott C. Dorman 
Wendy Melton Enochs 
Thomas L, Eure 
lohn K. Fanney 
Donald Bruce Ford 
Torin L. Fury 
Lori Ann Gaines 
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Thurman A. Gardner |r. 
Sally M, Gardner 
Michael Garland 
Paul G. Gessner 
Rosemary Godwin 
William Goldfarb 
Michael A. Green 
luanita Bolton Hart 
David V, Hartley 
Mark Eugene Hartsell 
Steven Hayes 
Elizabeth Heath 
John Alfred Hedrick 
Tammy Combs Hedrick 
Nina Fields Jackson 
H. Thomas larrell jr. 
Robert Dewey jenkins 
James D. lohnson |r, 
David C. Johnston 
Timothy Brian loines 
Cathy Fuller jones 
Thomas Michael Lassiter jr. 
Jacquelyn Lee 
Lisa Skinner Lefler 
Hugh Banks Lewis 
Benjamin Baiiey Liipfert 111 
Amy Elizabeth Long 
Terri Lynn Marlin 
Catrina Hotchkiss Mercer 
Christopher Lamar Mewborn 
Lisa Marlene Miles 
Michael Francis Miller 
Elizabeth Vance Miller 
David F. Mills 
Thomas lordan Moore 
Charles H. Munn Jr. 
John Patrick Myers 
Jacqueline Ann Newton 
leffrey Scott O'Neal 
Garry Dean Owens 
Todd Michael Peebles 
George Pender 
Dawn Michelle Peters 
Scott Elwood Reid 
Norman C. Riddle 
Michael Francis Rogers 
Timothy Scolt Sessions 
Robin Setzer 
Michael Brett Shaw 
Steven Weir Sizemore 
janet S. Slusser 
Reba Sloan Smith 
Troy J. Stafford 
Christopher Samuel Stepp 
Stephen Neil Stoul 
Amanda Gail Stroud 
Steven R. Slroud 
Kimberly Anne Swank 
Ned Dexter Swanner Ir. 
Brian Zachary Taylor 
Elizabeth Mary Thurnau 
Jonathan Kent Trull 
Benjamin M, Turnage 
William B. Tyson III 
Marion Rosc oe Warren 
Darci Judkins White 
Herbert Jay White 
Donna Wojcik 
Gloria Leonora Woods 
1992  
F A C U L T Y  N O T E S  A N D  H O N O R S  
Amelia Hope Adams 
Phillip J- Anthony 
Michael Lewis Barber 
Norma Barnes-Euresti 
Shannon Warf Beach 
Lisa Diane Beam 
Lee Chrisawn Bentley 
John Richard Best 
Robert Brittain Blackerby 
Melissa Gerock Blackerby 
Steven W, Blevins 
Stephen T. Boone 
Julie Johnston Borden 
Gail Wood Bredehoeft 
Rebecca Johnson Britton 
Lori )ae Brooks 
Marion Jeanne Browning-Baker 
Kimberly W. Bryan 
John Philip Cannon 
Jonathan P Carr 
Mark Franklin Carter 
David Lohr Cecil 
Patsy Ann Cook 
Kathleen M. Crapse 
lames Alan Crouch 
Darren Michael Dawson 
Peter Louis Delorier 
Henry O. Dunbar Jr. 
David Charles Eagan 
Robert Crews Enochs 
Don Toibert Evans Jr. 
Richard Scott Farris 
William Corbett Fields jr. 
Miriam Shinn Forbis 
James Michael Gay 
John Brent Godwin 
1 4 
profes sor  
Char le s  l ey l s  
a s s o c i a t e  
p r o f e s s o r  
e .  g r e g o r y  
u a l l a c e  
E. Gregory Wallace, an associate pro­
fessor of law in the Norman Adrian 
Wiggins School of Law, earned his 
Doctor of Juridical Science (S.J.D.) 
from the University of Virginia School 
of Law in January. The S.J.D. is the 
highest degree in law. 
Professor Lewis teaches both semes­
ters of Campbells required course 
on the Uniform Commercial Code. 
He also teaches Contract Planning 
and Drafting in both semesters of 
the school year and has recently 
been working on an article describ­
ing how he teaches that course by 
integrating the contract drafting 
process into a simulated law prac­
tice, rather than teaching it in 
the traditional classroom manner. 
He continues to teach Virginia 
Procedure on an independent study 
basis for students who intend to 
take the Virginia Bar. He serves 
as Campbell's representative on 
North Carolina's General Statutes 
Commission and is presently the 
chair of the Commission. He 
is chair of the Law School's 
Admissions Committee and also 
serves as a member of the Law 
School's Scholarship Committee. 
k c  s o r v a r i  
KC Sorvari will be retiring in June of 
this year. KC has been Director of the 
Law Library since the Law School's 
founding in 1976 and has taught first-
year legal writing and advanced legal 
writing courses for many years. 
p r o f e s s o r  
james  Stanley 
M C Q u a d e  
Dr. J. Stanley McQuade has 
temporarily ceased writing 
books and is now writing law 
review articles on Torts and 
Legal Philosophy. He continues 
to use and advocate computer-
assisted interactive learning 
tools. He traveled to Korea in 
the summer of 2003 to teach a 
course in Products Liability and 
addressed the South Korean 
Manufacturers' Association on 
the same topic. His computer­
ized course on Reading Medical 
Records can be found at the 
Campbell Law School web site 
and is being taught in the three 
major Technical Community 
Colleges in North Carolina. 
A D J U N C T  F A C U L T Y  N O T E S  
^"he Honorable Sidney S. Eagles, former Chief Judge of the North 
Carolina Court of Appeals, who has served as an adjunct faculty 
member since the School of Law's founding, joined the Raleigh office 
of Smith Moore LLP in February 2004. 
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Law School Receives Prestigious 
§E. Smythe Gambrell 
Professionalism Award 
I he Campbell University Norman 
Adrian Wiggins School of Law was 
selected as a 2003 recipient of the 
E. Smythe Gambrell Professionalism 
Award for its program, First-Year 
Professionalism Development Series: 
Talking With Lawyers About 
Professionalism. The $3,500 award was 
presented to Dean Willis P. Whichard 
and Professors R Leary Davis, Jr., and 
Catherine Ross Dunham on August 8, 
2003, at the American Bar Associations 
Annual Meeting in San Francisco. 
This award, presented annually by the 
American Bar Association Center for 
Professional Responsibility, recognizes 
projects that enhance professionalism 
among lawyers. 
From left to right: Dean Willis P. Whichard, Professor F. Leary Davis, Professor Catherine Ross Dunham, and Art 
Garwin (Professionalism Counsel for the American Bar Association). 
C A R E E R  S E R V I C E S  
P L A C E M E N T  S T A T I S T I C S  
I he Career Services Office is currently accepting registra­
tions for the 2004 fall recruiting season. The CSO provides 
courteous and professional service to 
prospective employers and 
invites employers to choose 
from three convenient 
recruiting methods: 
on-campus inter­
views, resume 
collections, or 
GOVERNMENT: 13% 
direct-application submissions. To register, contact the 
CSO at 800.334.4111, extension 1785. 
PLACEMENT STATISTICS FOR 
THE CLASS OF 2003: 
PUBLIC INTEREST: 1% 
MILITARY: 1 % 
ACADEMIC: 1% 
OTHER EMPLOYMENT: 2% 
UNKNOWN: 4% 
JUDICIAL CLERKSHIPS: 8% 
PRIVATE PRACTICE/ESTABLISHING NEU' FIRM: 11% 
1 9 9 2  
Geoffrey L. Graham 
Timoihy Anthony Gunther 
Andrew H. Hanford 
Jeffrey Scolt Hanvey 
Patricia Ann Harris 
John Alan High 
Daniel McCall Hockaday 
Heather Norris Hockaday 
Susan Elizabeth Hyatt 
Bradford F. Icard 
james H. Jenkins 
Mark Tate Jernigan 
j. Kevin lones 
Tonu Thomas Kangur Jr. 
Elizabeth P. Kennedy-Gumee 
Leah Lassiter King 
Patricia Leigh Reynolds King 
Marcia Refchin Langsam 
james Pringle Laurie III 
Kevin Neil Lewis 
William Bennett Ledbelter Little 
Daniel Baker Mclntyre III 
Beth Kelly Meares 
Linda Grace Mercer 
Susan M. Merry 
Deborah N. Meyer 
james Edward Midkiff 
Philip Raiford Miller III 
Charles Davis Mooney 
john Moore 
Gena Graham Morris 
Kimberly Talbert Myers 
Bryce Neier 
john Marshall Nunnally 
Kirkiand Ruffin Odom Jr. 
Charlotte T. Oehman 
Frederic William Pfjwers 
Sandra Ann Prelipp 
Lillian McKinnon Neal Pruden 
William Anthony Purcell 
Irene Graham Riel 
Gregory Barrett Rodgers 
Hebern W. Sanderson ir. 
Kenneth Charles Sauve 
Virginia Samuel Schabacker 
Cristie A. Sexton 
Paul Allan Sheridan 
Diane Breedlove Sherrill 
Terry Melvin Sholar 
|oni D- Smith 
Marie Page Thomas Smith 
Majelle janette Soles 
Geraldine Owens Spates* 
Sarah Spencer 
Richard Clinton Stephenson 
Stuart L. Slroud 
loseph Cary Tharrington IV 
john Gary Vannoy |r. 
Alvin Perry Wadsworth jr. 
james Edward Paschal Walker 
Ronald Mark Warren 
Mary McHugh Webb 
Elizabeth Ashley Baker White 
Katherine Wiggins 
Frank Wiiey Wishart jr. 
Catherine Clark Woodard 
David L. Woodard 
Marcelina Crisco Woods 
lulie Myers Zuber 
1 9 9 3  
iames M. Arges 
Stephen Coppage Baynard 
Elizabeth Myrick Boone 
Deborah Lynn Bowley 
jesse Christopher Brantley 
Laura jane Bridges 
james Reece Caviness 
Deborah Collins Chapman 
Kevin Louis Clark 
Terry Lynn Clodfelter 
David Brent Cloninger 
Margaret T. Cloutier 
Elizabeth Ann Murphy Credle 
Sherman Lee Criner 
Mark Olson Crowther 
Tabatha Lee Cruden 
jeffrey j. Cruden jr. 
Paul Everett Culpepper Sr. 
Patrick Wade Currie 
Algernon Lee Butler Daniel 
Bruce Lawrence Daughtry 
Ann Elizabeth Denning-Maready 
David R. Dixon 
Susan Ingle Doyle 
David Alan Draper 
ioscph Bernard Dupree II 
Charlene Vernell Edwards 
Martha Diane Efird 
Sarah Edwards Ellerbe 
Lynne Marie Garnett 
Samue l  McKin l ey  Gra y  I I I  
Robert Glenn Greene Jr. 
Toni Kaneklides Grove 
David Cranford Haar 
Harvey Mark Hamlet 
Angela Matney Hatley 
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julie Lanier Hobbs 
Louis Phillip Hornlhal III 
Robert Thomas Kin^ 
Jeffrey Grant Koenig 
Barbara Kohl 
Seth Norris Lackey 
Donna Michelle Lee 
Michael Eugene McDaniel 
Kevin Clark Mcintosh 
Charles Stevens McLaurin 
Thomas Duff McNamara 
lohn Howard Middleton II 
Anna Moretti 
Samuel Wilson Morris 
Philip Aldon Mullins IV 
Roger Newman 
Elaine Rose O'Hara 
Anna Brake Osterhout 
Charles William Parnell Jr 
Debra K. Price 
Rene Marie Reilly 
Bernard Richards jr. 
Andrew M. Robbins 
Christopher Harold Roberts 
Wayne Arthur Roper 
Bryan D. Rosenberg 
Chrislopher Todd Salyer 
Andrew Keith Sandman 
Douglas Byron Sasser 
Brian Scott Schrinisher 
Yvette Marie Sc hue 
Annette Kirsten Sellars 
Jeanne Marie Shaffer 
Donna Lynn Shumate 
Bryan Todd Simpson 
Charles Everett Simpson jr. 
Susan Hayes Sitze 
Yvonne Kim Smith 
Eliot Frederick Smith 
Virginia Diane Smith 
Joan Elizabeth Spradlin 
Christ! Clark Stem 
Donna Bryfonski Stepp 
Jeffrey Hunter Stovall 
Julie Hatchell Stubblefield 
David Clio Taylor )r. 
Terence Lee Taylor 
Cynthia Balogh Thomas 
William Bradley Thompson |r 
james K.L. Thorneburg 
Bruce Vrana 
Melanie Marie Vtipil 
David Evans Vtipil 
Michael Warren Washburn 
Stephen P. Watkins 
Andrew Kent Wigmore 
Stephen B. Williamson 
Victoria Sheiton Windell 
Jeffrey W. Winslow 
William Dennis Worley 
Michael D. Zetts 111 
1 9 9 4  
10-Year Reunion — October 2004 
Kristian Nicole Alien 
Amy Alana Archer 
Deirdre M. Arnold 
john Scott Austin 
Anthony j. Baker 
David Caldwell Barefoot |r. 
Steven Keith Bell 
Laura-Jean Alford Bell 
Melissa Marie Blizzard 
Curtis E, Bostic 
Thomas Edward Bowers 
Anita Ann Brock 
Dorothy Lillian Brooks 
Susan Waters Carr 
J. Wesley Casteen 
Anna Baird Choi 
Sandra Martin Clark 
Wade Trent Compton 
Kimberly Rigby Conyers 
Richard Costanza 
Kevin Lonergan Coyle 
Luther B. Culpepper IV 
Lisa Watson Currie 
Thad Downing 
Sonya E. Dubree 
David T. Dufault 
John Marshall Dunlow 
Jeffrey Reid Edwards 
Scott C. Etheridge 
Robert W. Ewing 
Resson Oliver Faircloth II 
Joseph Donald Floyd II 
lames Alan Flynt 
James Gilien 
Gregory Patrick Goehring 
Anna Shedden Gorman 
Kimber S. Grabs 
Markham B. Gunter 
Richard D. Gupton 
james Richard Hamlett li 
Jonathan Lee Hatch 
Jennifer Susanne Haynes 
1 6 
1 9 7 9  
Jane Powell Gray was elected as a Tenth District Court 
Judge in Wake County. 
Gregory Thomas Griffin reports that his son Bryan, who 
was born during law school days, has graduated fi-om 
UNC Chapel Hill and his daughter Emily is a senior at 
UNC Chapel Hill majoring in Journalism & Advertising. 
Robert "Frank" Floyd, Jr., is Robeson County's Senior 
Resident Superior Court Judge. 
John M. Tyson is the only judge in North Carolina certi­
fied as a specialist in commercial real estate law. Judge 
Tyson serves on the N.C. Court of Appeals. 
1 9 8 0  
Samuel Clawson has been elected chairman of the 
Campbell University Presidential Board of Advisors. 
D. Jack Hooks, Jr., was appointed by the Governor as a 
Special Superior Court Judge. 
Randolph A. Sigley is the producer of "Betrayal at Little 
Bighorn" for the History Channel (1997), historical con­
sultant on "Carson and Cody: Frontier Legends" (2002), 
and talent agent for "First Line Castings" (2003). 
Benjamin Lee Wright was presented the Distinguished 
Alumnus Award at the annual Homecoming Celebration 
held on October 4, 2003. 
N. Hunter Wyche, Jr., is Publications Review Board chair 
for the North Carolina State Bar Journal. 
1 9 8 1  
# 
W. Randoph Carter, Jr., was recently elected as Clerk of 
the Circuit Court of the City of Suffolk County for an 
8-year term. 
Gary Hamilton Clemmons is currently serving on the 
NCATL Board of Governors. 
Tony C. Dalton is a member of the North Carolina 
Child Support Council and a member of the Transylvania 
County Board of Education Advisory Council. 
David Gantt was recently installed as Land of Sky 
Regional Council president in Asheville, North Carolina. 
The council is a multi-county, local government planning 
and development organization. Mr. Gantt is also serving 
his second term as a Buncombe County Commissioner. 
Elaine Marshall is currently the Secretary of State for 
North Carolina. 
James Monroe Spiro is the president of the Hooper 
House Preservation Foundation, a nonprofit organization, 
which recently completed a half-million-dollar restoration 
of a 1906 Victorian home. The home is now on the 
National Register and will become the Jackson County 
Visitor's Center and the county's historical museum. Mr. 
Spiro is also the outgoing chairman of the board of direc­
tors for the Smoky Mountain Center, the mental health 
organization for the seven westernmost counties in 
North Carolina. 
1 9 8 2  
Janson Allen Kauser is a Municipal Court Judge for 
Goose Creek and an adjunct instructor at Springfield 
College in Charleston, South Carolina. 
Clara Delores King is the Assistant Attorney General for 
Health and Public Assistance with the North Carolina 
Department of Justice in Raleigh. 
Franklin F. Lanier was appointed by Governor Mike 
Easley to fill the Superior Court judgeship recently 
vacated by the retirement of Judge Wiley F. Bowen. 
1 9 8 3  
Ann Marie Calabria won 
a seat on the North 
Carolina Court of Appeals 
in November 2002. She 
was also named as a 
Distinguished Alumna at 
the annual Homecoming 
Celebration held on 
October 4, 2003. 
P R E S I D E N T  W A L L A C E  A N D  W R I G H T  ( ' 8 0 )  
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C A L L O W A Y  ( ' 8 3 )  
1994 
1 9 8 6  
Clifton W. Homesley started a new 
law firm in June 2002 in Mooresville, 
NC, with Vicki West Parker and 
Andrew J. Wingo. The firm name 
will be Homesley, Parker & Wingo, 
PLLC. 
Bruce L. James opened a new law 
office in Huntersville, NC, on 
March 1, 2002. 
Leslie Stanley Robinson is concen­
trating in alcohol and drug offenses 
in his practice. 
1 9 8 7  
Luther Johnson Britt is the District 
Attorney for Prosecutorial District 
16B, in Robeson County. 
P R E S I D E N T  W A L L A C E ,  C A L A B R I A  ( ' 8 3 ) ,  A N D  T Y S O N  ( ' 7 9 )  1 9 8 8  
Mark T. Calloway has joined Alston & Bird as a partner 
in the law firm's White Collar Criminal Defense Group 
in Charlotte. 
Robin Pendergraft is the new head of the North Carolina 
State Bureau of Investigation. 
1 9 8 4  
Sam Cooper has been retained by the American Bar 
Association Asia Law Initiative as Regional Anti-
Corruption Adviser. He was posted in Bangkok, 
Thailand, in September 2002. 
Mark E. Klass of Davidson County has been named the 
new Senior Resident Superior Court Judge for District 
22, which includes Davie, Davidson, Alexander, and 
Iredell counties. 
Bobby L. Bollinger, Jr., was appointed by the North 
Carolina General Assembly as a voting member of the 
Governor's Advocacy Council for Persons with Disabilities. 
Mr. Bollinger is certified as a specialist in workers' com­
pensation law by the North Carolina State Bar, Board of 
Legal Specialization. He also started the law firm of 
Bollinger & Piedmonte, PC, concentrating on workers' 
compensation, social security and insurance disability, 
and serious personal injury. 
W. Samuel Hamrick, Jr., accepted an oflir from the U.S. 
District Court in the Southern District of California to 
be Clerk of Court. 
Gregory Bruce Park started Nixon Park Gronquist in 
June 2000. The firm practices criminal defense law. 
1 9 8 9  
1 9 8 5  
Ernest R. Lee has been an Onslow County Assistant DA 
since January 1987. He has tried 218 jury trials including 
six capital cases. He has been the Chief ADA in the 4th 
Prosecutorial District since December 2002. Mr. Lee is 
in the U.S. Army Reserve, assigned to the 12th Legal 
Support Organization in Ft. Jackson, South Carolina. 
Donna S. Shore has joined the law firm of Shore, 
Hudspeth & Harding, PA, in Yadkinville. 
Paul Jones Raisig, Jr., is the Executive Director of the 
North Carolina State Bar LAMP committee. He has 
recently submitted a book to the publisher on his experi­
ences during the Vietnam War, entitled Letters from a 
Distant War. 
1 9 9 0  
Kenneth F. Crow was recently elected to the Superior 
Court bench after serving 8 years as a District 
Court Judge. 
Georgia S. Nixon recently completed a 3,600-square-foot 
office building housing her law practice and other busi­
ness offices. 
Dotiaid Strong Higley II 
Robert Gregory Home 
Thomas Paul )aski 
Jesse Womble Jones 
Wesley Scoft jones 
Sharon Hall Kristoff 
Lawrence E. Kristoff II 
Donna E. Lawrence 
Emily Harrison Leazer 
joel R. Ledbetter 
Geoffrey A, Losee 
Robert j. McAfee 
John Matthew McCabe 
Donald F. McCorquodale Jr. 
Laura Brennan McLeod 
Sean Patrick McMenamin 
Jesse Wiilard Meadows III 
William Stacy Miller II 
Timoihy C. Morris 
George Christopher Olson 
Terry S. Orndorff 
Kimberly Page 
Meiissa Draffin Pelfrey 
Amy Campbell Petty 
Caroline Farris Quinn 
Elizabeth Neal Rich Davis 
Michael j. Rizzi 
Tina Fisher Rizzi 
Maria De Los Angeles Santiago-Warren 
Thomas Woods Smothers 
Marcia Ann Southerland 
David W. Spencer 
Mary Elizabeth Stewart 
David Powell Stillerman Jr. 
Shelli Stoker Stillerman 
Deborah j. Stogner 
Kelly Bianca Strickland 
Dennis Hayes Sullivan Jr. 
Nicole Lehmann Tharringfon 
Laura Thompson 
Daniel B. Titsworth 
Leslie Anne Tucker 
Robert Leslie Turner 
Jonathan L. Tysinger 
Lisa Bradley Varner 
David P. Walen 
Jeanne Hill Washburn 
Timothy Dale Welborn 
Heather Hayes Williams 
Gregory E. Wills 
George W. Wiseman III 
Wiliiam D. Wolfe 
Alan Dale Woodlief Jr. 
Susan Hyun jo Yu 
David Lee Zuravel 
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Christina Fesko Ackerman 
Laura Snider Baker 
David Joseph Baker 
Margaret Howell Benson 
Cynlhia Page Black 
Brian Lee Blankenship 
Bambee Noelle Booher 
Charles Marcus Bostian 
Cindy Kaye Bostic 
Dee Wayne Bray jr. 
Susan Brightman 
john Harold Britlon 
Jonathan Mark Brooks 
Kevin j. Bullard 
Gregory Mitchell Byrd 
Michael C. Byrne 
john H. Capitano 
Michael Heath Carroll 
Ames Colby Chamberlin 
R. Erika Churchill 
Deborah Rinehart Clark 
Douglas A. Claxton 
Elbert Duffie 
Timothy Dean Edwards 
Susan Edwards 
jeanine C. Evans 
Phillip W. Evans 
jason M. Fearon 
Lucinda L. Fraley 
Ann G. Gawalf 
Graham Tod Green 
jonathan E. Green 
Leigh Ann GrilTith 
Holly Miller Groce 
Catherine Hewlett Hale 
Douglas L. Hall 
Wesley Dean Hall 
Susan M. Hall 
Kelly Croweil Harris 
Elizabelh Harrison 
Kurt Hausler 
Mary Anne Hill 
David H. Hobson 
Richard Shannon Holloway 
Alisa D. Huffman 
Donald G. Hunt Jr. 
john P. Hutchinson 
David Christopher Hyland 
Franklin L. jones Jr. 
jeffrey Alan Jones 
Steven Geoffrey Keating 
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Lewis W. Lamar Jr. 
Ronald Travis Lawrence il 
Lisa Venturelli Lindsey 
Robert K. Martelle 
Brian Ashley Martin 
Peter E. McArdle 
Douglas Loweli McClanahan 
Duncan McCormick 
Isabel Loytty McCormick 
Charles Wyatt McKeller 
Alice Lee McNeer 
James A. Meade 
Teresa Michelle Metcalf 
Claire Ann Modlin 
Edwin Morgan 
lohn Wesley Nooe 
Laura Farrell Page 
Michael Scott Petty 
Sheila Lynn Stafford Pope 
Wiliiam Michael Pope 
Paul Stephen Prelipp 
Joseph N, Quinn Jr. 
Jason Hoyt Reece 
Phillip C. Rose 
John H, Ruocchio 
Peter C. Sackett 
Robert Sar 
Todd Calmin Scott 
Benjamin Lester Shealy 
David Bryan Shick 
Leigh Ann Smifh 
John Timothy Sparks 
Marcia K. Stewart 
Michael A. Stone 
Matthew Sullivan 
Deborah Weiss Taylor 
Edna Ruffin Walker 
Cheryl Watson Walton 
John Duncan Watson III 
Robert E. Whitley Jr. 
Thomas Miles Williams 
David C. Williams 
Frank Blair Williams 
Charles Mc Murry Williamson 
Brian W. Wood 
Kimberly Nichole Wray 
Antoinette Wright-McRae 
1996  
Mark Torrence Aderhold 
Jennifer Susan Ahlers 
jeffrey Tyrone Ammons 
lonathan Cloyce Anders 
Philip Augustine Baddour III 
Benjamin Baucom 
William O'Brien Beesch 
Shannon Hall Bigelow 
Lauren Black 
Elizabeth Ward Bowen 
Catherine Mary Ann Bowery 
Joy Hoskin Brewer 
Charles McKinley Brittain III 
Derek K. Brown 
Nancy Michelle Butler 
Kathryn Slocumb Carroll 
Karen Adams Carson 
johna Howard Casey 
|. Scott Coaller 
Scott David Conrad 
Vernon Stuart Couch 
Ginger L. Crosby 
Elizabeth Wood Crossley 
Karen Theresa Dale 
Valerie Canfield Danyluk 
Cynthia Pinelli Daub 
Jo A. Dejournette 
Arthur A, Donadio 
Catherine Ross Dunham 
H. Blake Eaddy 
Diane Williams Easley 
William Lewis Ellison Jr, 
Meredith Pierce Ezzell 
David P. Ferrell 
Frank Wilkinson Folger 
Anthony Edward Forsberg 
Tanji Leigh Frazier 
R. Parrish Freeman Jr. 
George Glenn Gerding 
Jacqueline M. Goble 
Sherwood Chris Henderson 
Mose LeSesne Highsmith 
David Neal Hilton 
Katherine Marie Hoffman 
Chad E. Hogston 
David M. Holton 
William E. Hubbard 
Bonnor Edgar Hudson 111 
Gregory D. Huffman 
Hope Marie Hutto 
Terry Light Joyner 
Kerrie Christine Kessing 
Sharon Ann Keyes 
Sharon McDonald Kirkman 
John G, Knight 
Robert Howard Lacey Jr. 
Laura Lee Lizak 
David Guigou Martin 
Gerald Layne McKinney |r. 
1991 
John K. Fanney has been certified by the N.C. State Bar 
as a specialist in state and federal criminal law. He 
specializes in criminal practice with an emphasis on 
DWI defense. 
Elizabeth Heath is a District Court Judge in the 8th 
Judicial District, which includes Lenoir, Greene and 
Wayne counties. 
Janet Smith Slusser recently became a published 
author/illustrator of the children's picture book, Smokey 
and the Big Snow. 
Stephen Neil Stout works with the law firm of Flax and 
Stout in Richmond, Virginia. 
William B. Tyson is a Silver Beaver with the Boy Scouts 
of America and the Chairman of the Florence County 
Law Library Commission. 
1 9 9 2  
Miriam Shinn Forbis is the proud mother of three great 
daughters, 7, 4, and 2 years old. 
Bill Powers is a regular lecturer on DWI law and court­
room presentation technology. His firm, the Law Office 
of Bush & Powers, has grown to include seven attorneys. 
J. Cary Tharrington, IV, is an associate with Kilpatrick 
Stockton, LLP, in its Charlotte litigation practice group. 
1 9 9 4  
Marcia Norris Southerland is a part-time associate with 
McDaniel, Anderson & Stephenson. Marcia is a mother 
of three and says her family is her biggest accomplish­
ment. Marcia looks forward to returning to the practice 
of law as her children get older. 
1 9 9 5  
Cheryl Ann Walton was admitted to the Virginia Bar by 
reciprocity in 2002. Cheryl was the Senior Attorney with 
the Virginia Legal Aid Society until June 2002. Cheryl 
and her family reside in Maryland in the Metro DC area. 
She is the proud mother of a 13-year-old and a 5'/2-year-
old; and she celebrated her 20th wedding anniversary on 
May 11, 2004. 
1 9 9 6  
Bambee Noelle Booher is an associate with Brooks, 
Stevens & Pope. 
John H. Capitano has joined the firm of Kennedy 
Covington Lobdell & Hickman as an associate in the liti­
gation department. 
Ronald Travis Lawrence is the president of the Exchange 
Club of Goldsboro for 2002—2003. 
Douglas L. McClanahan opened his own firm in 
November 2001. 
Marcia Kaye Stewart was elected District Court Judge in 
November 2000. She was the first of two women and first 
of two Republicans ever elected in the 11th Judicial 
District. 
Edna Ruffin Walker is a board of directors member of the 
Pisgah Legal Services. 
Derek K. Brown is working as legislative counsel for U.S. 
Congressman Frank Ballance of the 1st District. Derek is 
the son of Earl Brown ('91). 
Kathryn Slocumb Carroll was recently employed as 
Assistant County Attorney in a legal department of four 
attorneys. Kathryn handles general litigation. 
David Ferrell is working for Vandeventer Black. He will 
concentrate his practice in administrative and regulatory 
law, civil litigation, business law, public utilities law, and 
legislative representation. 
Jack E. McLamb opened his own law office in his home­
town of Benson, North Carolina, in 2000. He is currently 
the president of the Board of Directors of the Benson 
Area Chamber of Commerce. 
George W. Miller, III, was appointed by Governor Mike 
Easley to serve on N.C. Central University's Board of 
Trustees. 
E. Neil Morris has joined the law firm of Wilson & 
Reives. His areas of concentration will be civil and crimi­
nal trial litigation and workers' compensation. 
Paul Osowski has been promoted to partner with the law 
firm of Nelson Mullins Riley and Scarborough, L.L.P. 
Nathaniel J. Poovey was elected Superior Court Judge in 
Catawba County in November 2002. He is the youngest 
Superior Court Judge in the state of North Carolina. 
# 
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Nichols Always Reaches for the Moon 1 9 9 6  
I |n early riser, Luke loves to eat bananas and drink 
chocolate milk in front of the television set in the morn­
ings. David sleeps in and takes a little more time to get 
ready for pre-school. The mother of 3-year-old twins, 
Nicole Lindsay Nichols of Dallas, NC, is an attorney who 
owns two businesses. Recently she added a crown to the 
many hats she already wears. 
"I guess you could say my philosophy of life has always 
been to reach for the moon," said Nichols, a 1998 
Campbell University Law School graduate. "I might get a 
star instead of a moon, but that's still a good thing." 
Nichols definitely snared the moon on February 14, 2004, 
when she was crowned Mrs. North Carolina. But despite 
all of the acclaim, she somehow manages to keep every­
thing in perspective. 
"My family calls me a realist," Nichols said. "I expect 
the worst but always hope for the best." Being a realist 
earned Nichols a law degree from Campbell University. It 
also motivated her to participate in beauty pageants to 
help pay for her education. 
In 1996, while still a student at Campbell, Nichols was 
crowned Miss Erwin-Denim at the Denim Days event in 
Erwin, NC. She also won the title of Miss Topsail Island 
m 1997, and placed in the Top 10 at the Miss North 
g Carolina Pageant twice. "I grew up being in pageants, and 
* ^ continued to compete because it was a good way to earn 
ischolarship money," Nichols said. 
In addition to owning her own law firm, Nichols also 
owns a pageant consulting business and dance studio in 
the same building. "We have an interesting office," said 
Nichols, who recently hired her first cousin, Stacey Parker, 
as an associate. "Its painted taupe on one side and teal 
blue and pink on the other." 
Her consulting business. The Perfect Step, prompted 
Nichols to enter the Mrs. North Carolina Pageant in the 
first place. "I did this pageant to practice what I preach," 
said Nichols, whose business consists of coaching prospec­
tive contestants for their interview and teaching them 
makeup application, dance, and modeling skills. "I never 
thought that I would win. You always hope that you will, 
but you never know." 
As Mrs. North Carolina, Nichols is eligible to compete 
in the Mrs. America Pageant held in Palm Springs, CA, in 
September. She'll also be traveling around North Carolina 
making appearances and promoting her platform, 
"Protecting Our Children," a program affiliated with the 
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children that 
teaches survival skills to children in the case of endanger-
ment or abduction. But Nichols' primary objective is to be 
able to spend more time with her husband Donnie, an 
insurance adjuster, and sons, Luke and David. 
"I would like to be a class mom and participate in all of 
their activities," Nichols said. "I want to help provide for 
,^y family, but I also want to be involved with them. It's 
kind of a cliche, but I want to have it all." 
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1997 
Marcia Lynn Doubet has written over 200 software 
patent applications since graduating. 
A. John Hoomani accepted the position of Deputy 
General Counsel at the North Carolina Department 
of Labor in September 2001. 
Wendy Johnson Keefer recently left the United States 
Department of Justice in Washington, D.C., as the 
Senior Legal Adviser — Office of Legal Policy. 
Sean Keefer is working for the firm of Andrews & 
Shull in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina. 
Elise B. McLurkin was named a partner with the law 
firm of Homesley, Jones, Gaines, Homesley & 
Dudley, PLLC. 
Lindsey Hope Payne was recently certified as an arbi­
trator for the Council of Better Business Bureaus. 
Douglas E. Turner, Jr., is the new town attorney for 
Coats, North Carolina. 
lack Elton McLamb III 
Walter Gregory Merritt 
joel Hart Miles 
George Washington Miller 111 
Theodore Fuller Mitchell 
Stephiinie Lynn Mitchiner 
Michael Daniel Moore 
Leslie Williams Morris 
Elwood Neil Morris 
Deirdre Hiid^lhe Nachamie 
iames Ciegory Newton 
William H. Nixon jr. 
Stephen Holmes Novak 
Mary Margaret McEachern Nunali^ 
Joseph William Osman 
Paul Joseph Osowski 
Nathaniel jacob Poovey 
Brent David Ratchtord 
Lori Ann Renn 
Elizabeth Campbell Rivers 
Christopher Alan Rogerson 
John H. Ross 
Van Sauls 
Warren T. Savage 
jennifer Heyman Seate 
George R. Shade 111 
Heather McGrotty Shade 
Ashlie Parrish Shanley 
Michelle Trivette Shepherd 
lennifer Lyn Shine 
joanna Matheny Shober 
Russell Charles Smith 
S. Avery Smith 
Jessica Suzanne Smythe 
Brent W. Stephens 
John Hoyte Stultz III 
Frank G. Swindell 
Pennie Miller Thrower 
Richard James Twomey 
Jerry Howard Walters jr. 
Laura McRae Watts-Whitley 
Wesley Darrell Whitley 
Nancy Kyle Wilkinson 
Laura Wilson 
Lance Arc.her Wooton 
1997 
Christopher Allen Adams 
james R. Anderson 
Bradley). Bannon 
Anthony |. Biller 
lohn Charles Bircher III 
Dana Leigh Bius 
David Luther Boliek jr, 
Andrew Richard Boyd 
Russ Carroll Bryan 
William R. Burke 
Paige Cameron Cabe 
Baccuhus H. Carver 
Kevin Scolt Cauley 
John Walter Ceruzzi 
David Shawn Clark 
Peter Stanley Coleman 
Susan Courtney Costigan 
David T. Courie 
Scott McCarter Cranford 
Lee Davis Cumbie 
Marcia Lynn Doubet 
Kathryn Michele Douglas 
Sharon Kale Dow 
P. Andrew Ellen 
Angela K. Ernest 
Katherine E. Evans 
Charles Mark Feagan 
Amy Hackman Fix 
Robert M. Gallant 
Sharon Newsome Gaskin 
Andrea Leigh Godwin 
Angel Evon Gray 
Philip Todd Gray 
Jennifer Lynne Green-Lee 
Heather Lea Hawn 
Greg Tyler Haymore 
Susan Dianne Higginbotham 
Chris Hinnant 
Ben S. Hoiloman Jr. 
Emma Stallings Holscher 
Franz Frederick Holscher 
Ali lohn Hoomani 
Samantha K. Huge 
Douglas Bruce lohnson 
Kelly Brooks lones 
Robert Boyd lones jr. 
Terry Winfield Jones 
Austen Donald jud 
Angelia Roberts Kahler 
Wendy Johnson Keefer 
Sean F, Keefer 
Christian Michael Kennedy 
Alexandria Pinkston Kenny 
Dionne Lee Louis 
Dennis Marcellous Martin 
Douglas P Matheson 
Martha Ann Brawley McConnell 
Melissa Lynn McDonald 
Elise Brailsford McLurkin 
Paul Andrew Meyer 
jennifer Bryant Milak 
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Marshall L. Miller 
Timothy K. Oswalt 
Stephen Lee Palmer 
DeLe<jn Parker Jr. 
Anthony Scott Privette 
Lisa Turner Ralran 
Brian M, Ricxi 
James C. Roberts 
Jill Adana Rogers 
Lianna Louise Saleeby 
Aaron Schaal 
Sharon Marie Helms Schaal 
David McClain Schweppe II 
Stephen Edward See 
Edmond Seferi 
Colleen Shea 
Kimberly Woodell Sieredzki 
Scott Thomas Slusser 
Kristen E. Smedley 
Cynthia Davis Smith 
Richard Clarke Speaks 
Randa Heather Spiker 
Deanna Perdue Stone 
Lisa M. Streater 
Scott T. Stroud 
Kim Ellen Taylor 
Tartt B. Thomas 
Benjamin Edward Thompson III 
Amy Williams Thornton 
jacqueline A. Tope 
Douglas Eugene Turner Jr. 
Marc Ross Tyrey 
Neha Kumari Vyas 
Sean Christopher Walker 
Robert All>ert Warlick 
Lindsey Payne Wilson 
Mary Wilson 
Robyn Withrow 
Jerry Franklin Wood Jr. 
1998  
Steven Todd Adams 
Car l  A lv i s  I I  
Fred B. Amos II 
Jamie Bryon Askins 
Laurie Anne Baker 
Donna Sue Baker 
G. Brett Bafdorff 
Amy Suzanne Berry 
Melissa F, Berryman 
Matthew Pritchard Blake 
Adrienne Heliman Blocker 
joel Bresler 
Sherri Lynn Brewer 
Tracie Hester Brisson 
Christopher West Brooks 
Leonard G. Brown III 
Mona E.dney Burke 
Jodi Vee Carpenter 
Lisa Inez Carteen 
Michael C. Casey 
John Caivin Chandler 
Paul M. Crenshaw 
Juanita Underwood Dache 
Richard Thomas Dail 
Kimberley Beaird D'Arruda 
John Woodward Dees II 
Christopher j. Derrenbacher 
Julian M, Doby 
Glenn Stuart Doyle 
Joshua Blake Durham 
Brian Edwin Edes 
Cameron M. Ferguson 
Susan I, Fitzgerald 
Berryman J. Filzhugh III 
Leslie Crawford Gandy 
Charles Dennis Gibson II 
Betsy Lee Green 
Corey Everette Green 
Allison Gregory 
Adrian lapalucci 
Todd Alien Jones 
Catrin Elisabeth Joyner 
Kevin joyner 
Douglas W. Kim 
Brian Wayne King 
Michael Andrew Koehler 
Sandy L. Lee 
Monica L. Le<.' 
Michelle P Lee 
Elizabeth A. Leone 
Christopher Garrison Lewis 
jan Nicole Lindsay 
Wilbur L. Linton Jr 
Amanda Paige Little 
jennifer Dotson Maldonado 
Tami M. Marano 
Ada Lucretia Mason 
Lynn Aldrich Matthews 
James Gregory Matthews 
Alice Bragg Mazarick 
Jonathon L. Mclnnis 
Kathleen Manning Miles 
Anthony L. Mole 
Nicole Molin 
Lynette Kay Neel 
1998 
Lisa Inez Carteen joined Baker & Hosteler, LLP, 
in August 2001, and she is part of the general 
litigation group. 
Susan C. Newell received the Commissioners Award for 
pro bono representation of abused and neglected juveniles 
in Wake County in July 2003. 
George Grady Richardson, Jr., is an officer and board of 
directors member of the North Carolina Azalea Festival. 
Mr. Richardson received his first published decision at the 
N.C. Court of Appeals in his client's favor — Julie 
Shingleton v. Kobacker Company (2002). 
James A. Riley became a charitable tax adviser with 
First Union (now Wachovia) in 2001. He completed 
the requirements for the Certified Financial Planner 
designation. 
Chris Saady has closed his solo practice in downtown 
Richmond, Virginia, to become trial counsel with the 
Nationwide Insurance Enterprise family of companies. 
His practice with the Nationwide defense firm of Robey, 
Teumer, and Drash will concentrate on tort litigation 
defense. 
Jeffrey Brent Watson published his thesis on medical sav­
ings accounts utilized by the U.S. Congress. He is 
employed at Allman Spry Leggett & Grumpier. 
1 9 9 9  
• Nikki G. Bond is a lead case law editor with LexisNexis. 
• Michael Andrew Graham is serving a two-year term as 
secretary of the Sumter County Bar Association. Mr. 
Graham is the assistant solicitor for South Carolina's 
Third Judicial Circuit. Also, Mr. Graham will graduate in 
June 2002 in class XIV of Leadership Sumter. 
• Laree Ann Hensley argued before the S.C. Supreme Court 
in April 2003. She also opened her own law firm in 
March 2003. 
2000  
Matthew James Davenport continues to prosecute in the 
Pitt County District Attorney's office. He was recently 
promoted to Superior Court Assistant D.A. In January 
2004, Matthew will be teaching Business Law at Pitt 
Community College. 
Tara Leigh Davidson is an attorney with the law firm of 
Teague, Campbell, Dennis & Gorham. 
Susan L. Evans has joined the Hickory law firm of Young, 
Morphis, Bach & Taylor as an associate. 
Currie Tee Howell was sworn in as an attorney by Judge 
Frank Lanier in the Lillington District Court in April 
2002. Mr. Howell is employed by Adams Law Office, PA, 
in Angier, NC. 
Glenn Ronald Page is a partner in the firm of Carson-
Page, Attorneys at Law. 
2001  
Anthony M. Brannon is currently in private practice in 
Raleigh, North Carolina. Mr. Brannon recently 
announced the grand opening of his new office located in 
the Lawyers Weekly Building. The firm will focus prima­
rily on civil and criminal appeals in the North Carolina 
Court of Appeals, North Carolina Supreme Court, and the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. 
James R. Cummings has joined Ward and Smith, P.A., 
where he will be an addition to the labor and employ­
ment section. 
Stacy C. Eggers, IV, is employed at Eggers, Eggers, and 
Eggers, Attorneys at Law. 
David A. Jones has joined Ward and Smith as an attorney 
in the litigation section. 
Daniel Talbert joined the firm of Teddy & Meekins as an 
associate in 2002. 
2002  
Mark E. Carlson celebrated completion of an extremely 
successful first year of solo practice in November 2003 and 
will be moving to a new, larger office in late spring 2004. 
Matthew C. Faucette has joined the law firm of Zaytoun 
& Miller, PLLC, in Raleigh, North Carolina. 
Katherine Hardersen King serves on the executive board 
of the family law section of the NCATL and is a member^ 
of the CLE Committee of the Wake County Bar 
Association. 
Jennifer 1. Oakes has joined the law firm of Bell, Davis & 
Pitt, P.A., as a practicing attorney. Her practice will be 
concentrated in corporate law, real estate law, and estate 
planning. The 27-member law firm of Bell, Davis & Pitt, 
P.A., was formed in 1980. 
Hannah Gray Styron is licensed to practice in the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit and the 
United States District Court for the Western, Middle and 
Eastern Districts. She is an active member of the Wake 
County Bar Association, the American Bar Association, 
the North Carolina Association of Defense Attorneys, and 
the Defense Research Institute. 
2 0 0 3  
Darryll Walter Bolduc opened a law firm focusing on 
securities and employment law in November 2003. His 
firm has been written up in Investors Business Daily. 
Charles Shawn Christenbury is a law clerk for Judge John 
Tyson on the N.C. Court of Appeals. 
Kelly Lynell Dill completed the JAG Officer Basic Course 
on December 18, 2003. 
Steven Neil Long was appointed as adjunct faculty mem­
ber at Mt. Olive College. Mr. Long is an associate with 
Harris, Creech, Ward and Blackerby, PA, in New Bern 
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"WE GOT TOO MANY GANGSTERS DOING DIRTY DEEDS, 
TOO MUCH CORRUPTION, TOO MUCH CRIME IN THE STREETS. 
IT'S TIME THE LONG ARM OF THE LAW PUT A FEW MORE IN 
THE GROUND, 
SEND 'EM ALL TO THEIR MAKER AND HE'LL SETTLE 'EM DOWN, 
YOU CAN BET HE'LL SET 'EM DOWN. 
'CAUSE JUSTICE IS THE ONE THING YOU SHOULD ALWAYS FIND, 
YOU GOT TO SADDLE UP YOUR BOYS, YOU GOT TO DRAW A 
HARD LINE. 
WHEN THE GUN SMOKE SETTLES, WE'LL SING A VICTORY TUNE, 
AND WE'LL ALL MEET BACK AT THE LOCAL SALOON." 
•M Tc nfortunately, these lines from a popular country song ly oby Keith and Willie Nelson sum up how many 
Americans feel today about crime and criminals. The fact is, 
all crime and criminals do not fall into this trail 'em, nail 
'em, and jail 'em category. The Norman Adrian Wiggins 
School of Law has developed a new program that takes a 
more rehabilitative approach toward juvenile crime. 
The program is called "The Juvenile Justice Project," 
which uses a victim/offender mediation approach toward the 
problem of juvenile crime. Juveniles who have been accused 
of committing crimes in the Eleventh Judicial District, 
which includes Harnett, Johnston and Lee counties, can be 
referred to the program. If juveniles and their victims agree. 
the case will make its way to mediation instead of passing 
through the court system. Trained mediators, along with 
law students who are being trained in the mediation 
process, meet with juveniles and their victims separately in 
an effort to prepare them for an eventual face-to-face meet­
ing. The Juvenile Justice Project has several goals. One goal 
is to help offenders understand that their actions did much 
more than violate a law. Through the process of communi­
cating with their victims, juveniles learn that their actions 
hurt another person in some way. This understanding 
enables juveniles to take greater responsibility for their 
actions and gives them the chance to make agreements with 
their victims, aimed at repairing the harm these victims 
endured. Another goal is aimed at helping the crime vic­
tims. During the mediation process, victims can speak 
directly and openly with their offenders, in a safe and con­
trolled environment. They are free to ask questions and 
share their personal feelings about the crime with the 
offenders. This part of the process helps victims release their 
frustrations, resentment, and anger over the crimes commit­
ted against them, and allows for ultimate resolution. 
Campbell's first victim/offender mediation class was 
taught in the 2004 spring semester, with 24 second- and 
third-year students enrolled. The students were trained in 
the art of mediation and then had the opportunity to 
attend and participate in live mediations, which were 
referred to the program by the Office of Juvenile Justice in 
Harnett County. 
For more information on this new and innovative pro­
gram, please call Jon Powell, Project Administrator, at 
800/334.4111, extension 1805, or Anthony Baker, Project 
Director, at 800/334.4111, extension 1764. 
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Susan Carolin Newell 
jennifer O'Connor 
Susan Kerr O'Donnell 
lames j. Palmer III 
Vicki Lynn Parrott 
Sean T. PArtrick 
Amy C. Paschaloudis 
Betsy Barnacascel Pittman 
Kimberly Ledford Poe 
jon Steven Powell 
jina Bowman Piopst 
Tom Slade Rand jr. 
George Grady Richardson jr. 
James Andrew Riley 
justin D. Robertson 
Chris Paul Saady 
fara Reavis Sain 
Carson E. Saunders jr. 
Linda Boettcher Sayed 
j. Mark Seagle 
lennifer Schetfsky Shapiro 
Melanie Anne Shekita 
jennifer jernigan Slusser 
jeffrey Thomas Smith 
Matthew William Smith 
Mark G. Spencer 
james Drew Squires 
Holly C. Stevens 
lennifer joy Strickland 
Matthew Teston 
Sandra Poteat Thompson 
leffrey Brent Watson 
Larry Sfeven Wayne 
Shireen Zonoun Wayne 
Judson Allen Welborn 
Linette Joy Wells 
Carol Brinkhous Wertz 
Shantrell Genese Williams 
Margaret Louise Willis 
Andrew j. Wingo 
Sarah Hamilton Young 
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S-Year Reunion — October 2004 
Michael Callais Allen 
Angela Carol AUred 
Franklin Murphy Averitt III 
Aaron Nathan Baiiey 
Karrie K. Beebe 
Ryan Dale Bolick 
Jeremy Chad Bomar 
Nikki Gt'ellers Bond 
Delaina Davis Boyd 
Nicole Vtindiver Bryan 
David Newman Bryan 
Callan Haiiser Bryan 
Wendy Williams Caldwell 
lonathan Scott Care 
Randy Lemay Cartrette 
Sally Anne Carver 
Paige Chandler 
Catherine Beckett Cowling 
Christopher L. Cox 
Harold Ray Crews 
Mary Ann Michel Dalton 
lanice Lynn Davies 
Camilla Jo Davis 
Gillian Deegan 
Henry McKimmon Dickens 
Kevin Charles Donaldson 
Ryan Brooks [)owdy 
Benjamin Logan Eagles 
Angela Marie Easley 
Beverly Carroll Eckard 
Brian Heath Elam 
Michael Amir Ettefagh 
Lynwood Paul Evans 
Gilbert William File IV 
William Francis Finn jr. 
Erin Elizabeth Fleming 
Jeanette Lynn Foust 
Elizabeth Karalea Freeman 
janet Lyn Fritts 
Daniel Michael Gaylord 
Powell Watkins Glidewell IV 
James MarHeron Goard 
Kelly Thigpen Goodrich 
Michael Andrew Graham Sr. 
Timothy Wiliiam Gray 
Kelly Lalham Greene 
jennifer Rebecca Harris 
Adam Grant Hartzell 
Brian Patrick Hayes 
Heather Michelle Hennessee 
Laree A. Hensley 
WyatI Herndon 
Denelle Louise Hicks 
Alice Batts Hinnant 
Wesley Scott Hinson 
loseph Richard Hollingsworth jr. 
James Christopher Huff 
Wendy H. Hughes 
Steven R. jones 
Earle Alien Koontz 
John Lee Land 
Aaron Tremayne Lavinder 
Kimberly Ann Lewis 
james Shields Livermon III 
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lanie Lee Long 
Charles M. Markwell 
Amy Timson Markwell 
Donald Ryan McCabe )r. 
Colleen Annette McConnell 
Shurley Ray McCullen Weddle 
Patrick Minogue Meacham 
Kelly Falls Miller 
Brian Edward Moore 
Donald Devon Moore 
Eidon Sharpe Newton ill 
Deborrah Lynn Newton 
john josef Nickerson 
leffrey Thomas O'Briant 
Sarah Ann Oguamanam 
Benjamin David Overby 
Kathryn Whitaker Overby 
Christopher Lee Parrish 
Patrick Aaron Pitts 
Patrick Tilghman Pope* 
Catherine Howlett Radford 
Shirl Glasgow Rice 
Walter W. Robinson III 
Clinton David Rowe 
Clinton Louis Rudisill 
james Royal Saunders 
Christopher Martin Scott II 
Margaret Elizabeth Shankle 
lesse Sayre Shapiro 
Kara Lynn Sheppard 
Cynthia Marie Siemasko 
Nicliolas Charles Perry Sisk 
Roger W. Smith jr. 
Wiliiam Laorence Stevenson 
Nathan lessee Taylor 
Tammy B. Terry 
Bryan Carlton Thompson 
lohn L. Tidball V 
lesse M. Tillman III 
Frank Marshall Wall 
Benton Hair Walton IV 
Louis Arthur Waple 
Sarah Salton Waple 
Tammera jamell Wilson 
Holly Nichole Wilson 
William Grainger Wright Sr. 
jason Ora Wunsch 
Kristian D'Lee Young 
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Valeree Renee Adams 
Elizabeth Kizer Arias 
Anna johnson Averitt 
james Herman Baker 
Gloria Taft Becker 
Anthony David Blankenship 
Zachary Clayton Bolen 
jon Thomas Booker 
jonathan David Breeden 
Annika Marie Brock 
jeanette Doran Brooks 
Steven E. Causey 
Charles Hendrix Christopher jr. 
Philip joseph Clarke III 
lulie Melissa Collins 
Travis Earl Collum 
lohn Whitmel Congleton 
Christopher Dail Congleton 
jennifer Dawn Cottrell 
Traci Lee Cox 
Troy Gerald Crawford 
Sean Douglas Crouse 
Emily Anne Curto 
Parrish Kathryn Daughtry 
Matthew james Davenport 
Amanda Lynn Davis 
jason Trent Deane 
Lamonica Renee Dalton Dewey 
joseph Henry Downer 
Margaret Phillips Eagles 
Susan Lynn Evans 
Todd jason Farlow 
Thomas Clay Flippin 
Linda S. Fowler 
Louis Fowler Foy III 
joseph Duane Gilliam jr. 
Charlotte Reid Gonella 
Melanie Wade Goodwin 
Anthony Dwayne Griffin 
Colette Louise Guliey 
Colby Lee Hail 
Christy Leigh Hawkins 
Sarah Llewellyn Heekin 
Howard Grayman Hodges jr. 
Currie Tee Howell 
Donna lones lackson 
Sara Stone Veith jenkins 
Tammy Kay johnson 
Elizal>eth joy Johnson 
Amy Elizabeth johnson 
Victor Craig jones jr. 
Geary William Knapp 
Melissa Elizabeth Lansberg 
Scott Franklin Lowry 
Trista Lea Macgargle 
Christian Scot) Mathis 
Carey Alise McAlister 
Melissa Ann Moore 
A N N U A L  G I V I N G  
R E M E M B E R I N G  Y O U R  L A W  S C H O O L  
B Y  T .  B R A N D O N  W R I G H T ,  A S S O C I A T E  D E A N  F O R  E X T E R N A L  R E L A T I O N S  
ince graduating its charter class 
in 1979, Campbell's Law School and 
her graduates have quickly cemented 
reputations of excellence. Indeed, as 
this edition of the Counselor high­
lights, much has been accomplished 
by the more than 2,400 men and 
women who have graced Campbell's 
halls. I hope that you are as proud of 
your law school as the faculty and 
staff are of you. 
During the spring 2004 semester, I 
had the pleasure of working on a let­
ter-writing campaign with agents 
from each of the law school's twenty-
five graduating classes. Many thanks 
to the class agents who enthusiasti­
cally embraced this challenge and 
drafted/edited letters, solicited addi­
tional agents, and encouraged their 
classmates to give. Many thanks also 
to the alumni who contributed, some 
for the first time. I look forward to 
sharing the success of this and other 
initiatives in future editions of the 
Counselor. 
With a financially maturing alumni 
base, it is vital for alumni to consider 
making annual contributions to their 
legal alma mater. As the law school 
expands in reputation and stature, 
alumni assistance is increasingly 
important. The ability to attract qual­
ity students and provide them with 
scholarship assistance, technologically 
advanced classrooms and courtrooms, 
and excellent professors and support 
staff is essential. Further, student 
expectations about the quality of their 
law school's facilities, campus ameni­
ties, and services continue to expand. 
Tuition, which has long been the law 
school's main source of revenue, will 
not be sufficient to meet the law 
school's future financial needs. 
Programs designed to meet the 
needs of students after graduation— 
debt-relief assistance, additional CLE 
opportunities, increased alumni 
networking opportunities and 
events—are being evaluated for 
implementation. 
Gifts to the law school are tax 
deductible and can be designated 
toward specific law school funds, 
including: scholarships and direct 
aid; student competitions (Client 
Counseling Competitions, Moot 
Court and Trial Teams); publications 
[Law Observer, Law Review, Charles A. 
Thomas Faculty Publication Incentive 
Fund); and other initiatives (Juvenile 
Mediation Project, library endowment, 
technology needs). Your financial sup­
port directly enhances Campbell's 
reputation for producing educationally 
sound and ethical lawyers committed 
to upholding the ideals of the legal 
profession. 
Campbell Law graduates continue 
to make their mark on North 
Carolina's—and the nation's—legal 
landscape. Please help the law school 
continue on the path of excellence that 
the first twenty-five classes have 
forged. Thank you for your past and 
continuing support of your law school. 
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Tara Leigh Davidson ( 00) married Bret D. Muller on 
July 6, 2002. 
Jason Trent Deane ('00) married Courtney Deane in 
June 2003. 
Mindy Beth Fineman ('02) and Bridget Randall Newman 
were united in marriage 
Saturday, August 10, 2002, 
at Rolling Meadow Ranch 
in Axton, Virginia. 
N . C .  S E C R E T A R Y  O F  
S T A T E ,  M A R S H A L L  
Robert Boyd Jones ('97) and Rachael A. Zloczover were 
married April 13, 2002. 
Todd Allen Jones ('98) married Kimberly Brackett in 
November 2001. Kim is a law graduate from UGA. 
Clara Delores King ('82) married Robert William Keefe 
on November 10, 2001. 
Elaine Marshall ('81) married Wilson attorney Bill 
Holdford on October 30, 2001. 
James Gregory Matthews ('98) married Annah Neely on 
October 6, 2001. 
Jennifer Sudi McGuire ('02) married Jeffrey Allen Jones 
on March 22, 2003. 
Gregory Bruce Park ('88) married Esta McCullagh in 
1997 and together they have two children, ages 6 and 4. 
Edna Ruffin ('95) married Bryan Jeffrey Walker on 
April 21, 2001. 
Stephen Neil Stout ('91) married Holly E. Yancey on 
June 8, 2002. 
N A T H A N  &  N O E L  P O O V E Y  S T E V E ,  
A L L I S O N  
L  Y  D  I  A  &  
P  E  R  1  C  O  N  I  
M E R E D I T H  N E W M A N  
• The Honorable Nathaniel Jacob Poovey ('96) had twins, • Laura Pugliese ('02) announces the birth of 
Nathaniel and Noel on April 8, 2003. Kara Michelle on November 9, 2002. 
• Kenneth F. Crow ('90) announces the birth of Zoe Crow • Elizabeth M. Boone ('93) and her husband Bryan Boone 
in May 2003. of Sanford, NC, welcomed their daughter, Anna Claire, 
• Bill Powers ('92) announces the birth of a daughter, Sarah on August 6, 2003. 
Elizabeth, on August 22, 2001. • Steve Periconi ('01) and his wife Allison announce the 
• Elizabeth Weeks Newman ('02) and James Taylor birth of their daughter, Lydia Grace Periconi, on 
Newman, Jr. ('02) announce the birth of Meredith Elaine August 6, 2003. 
Newman on March 18, 2003. 
• Anna Brake Osterhout ('93) announces the birth of her 
daughter, Kathryn Carlton Osterhout, born on 
November 8, 2001. 
• Celina Crisco Woods ('92) announces the birth of her 
daughter Amy Woods born on January 15, 2001. 
• Kathryn Slocumb Carroll ('96) and Heath Carroll ('95) 
announce the birth of a daughter, Anna, who was born 
on December 1, 2001. 
In Memoriam 
2002-2003 
J A M E S  W I L L I A M  B U C H A N A N  ' 8 0  
W A R R E N  T H O M A S  P O R T W O O D  ' 8 4  
S H A R O N  H A R T M A N  S P E N C E  ' 8 5  
2 0 0 0  
Tara Leigh Muller 
M. Thomas Norwood III 
Luis John Olivera 
Christopher Marc O'Neal 
Glenn Ronald Page 
James Derek Page 
Shelley Ryan Pearce 
Phillip Charles Price 
Kimberly Elisabeth Rollins 
Christine Marie Scott 
Anuradha Ghosh Sehgal 
Amanda Leigh Shue 
Michael Benjamin Smith 
Graham Thompson Stiles 
Kristina Allen Street 
Regina Roberts Sutherland 
Elizabeth Catherine Terrill 
Robert Nelson Thigpen 
Charles Allen Thomas 
Wendy Beth Tysinger 
Shannon Leigh Vandiver 
Christopher Vernelson Vaughan 
Charles Malcolm Viser 
Russell Shane Walker 
Elwood Lavelle Waters III 
loann Akiko Waters 
Wendy Michelle Watts 
Don R. Wells 
William Ray West Jr. 
Travis Nathanael Wheeler 
Antoan Makoni Whidbee 
Jerry Lynn Wilkins Jr. 
Julia Meredith Young 
Matthew Kandies Zeko 
2 0 0 1  
Stephanie Watson Anderson 
Amy Renee Atkins 
Brian Thomas Bain 
Kevin Douglas Beale 
Kristen Lin Beightol 
Penny Kim Bell 
Jana Lynelle Berg 
Jerry Bryan Boyd 
Anthony M. Brannon 
Kathrine E. Cameron-Downing 
Brian L. Campbell 
Lisa Spivey Campbell 
William John Cafhcart Jr. 
Stephanie Gacek Cook 
Ashley Culbrelh Council 
Ben A. Cox 
Jennifer Leigh Crawford 
George-Ann Wainwright Crocker 
James Robert Cummings 
Sydney L. Cummings 
Lauren Olivia Dickerson 
Joseph Michael Eatmon 
Susan Rawis Edwards 
Kimberly McGuire Eggers 
Stacy Clyde Eggers IV 
Daniel A. Ettefagh 
Brian Keith Faulkner 
Daniel Brinson Finch 
Chrystina Suzanne Franklin 
Heather Holden Freeman 
Leslie Gibbs Fritscher 
Katherine Ann Frye 
Marcus Gregory Garren 
Ladd Stephen Gasparovic 
Michael Downing Gaynor 
Jason S.M. Gold 
Michele Brisson Green 
Jennifer Alexandra Hare 
Mark Lee Hearp 
james Floyd Hedgpeth jr. 
Susan Pegram Hennis 
Benjamin Harold Hervey 
Charles leffrey Horsley 
Evan B. Horwitz 
Jason Burke james 
David Andrew jones 
Kenneth R. jones 
Colleen jewel Kelly 
William Thomas Kesler jr. 
jason David Kraus 
Eric Michael Kross 
Chadwick Cole Lee 
Phillip E. Lewis 
Ashley Paige Maddox 
Caria Ryan Martin 
Dennis Lee Martin jr. 
Brian Shane Maynor 
Christy Ellen McCoy 
Winston Gabriel McMillan 
Warren McSweeney 
Lisa Marie McSweeney 
Kathy Anderson Mercogliano 
Kenneth Marshall Moffitt 
Christopher David Munz 
Robert Beecher Myers 
Kathryn Suzanne Padgett 
Jennifer A. Palancia 
Gardner Marshall Payne 
Sleven David Periconi 
loseph Holland Plummer 
C O U N S E L O R  T H E  M A G A Z I N E  O F  C A M P B E L L  L A W  S P R I N G  2  0 0 4  2 3  
2001 
Wiley iackson Pope 
James M. Roberts jr. 
Julie Marie Robertson 
Windy Hassell Rose 
Keily LeAnn Sandling 
Charles Arthur Schieck 
Lama Anwar Sinno 
Anna Elizabeth Sniilh 
D. Stuart Smith 
John Ryan Smithwic k 
Sundee Goodman Stephenson 
Kevin Joseph Strickland 
Belinda Keller Sukeena 
Daniel Russell Talbert 
Heather Renee Waddelt 
James Yancey Washington 
Dena White Waters 
Christopher Gordon Willis 
Alie Elizabeth Yates 
2 0 0 2  
Grant Warren Almond 
Jennifer Sue Anderson 
Thomas Jason Arnold 
Donald Bardes 
Rachel Kay Blevins 
Misti Leigh Boles 
Julianne Hardee Booth 
Eileen M, Bernstein 
Richard jimmy Brittain Jr. 
Hal Walker Broadfoot jr. 
Andrew Gray Brown 
Clay Douglas Campbell 
Mark Edward Carlson 
Austin McNeil Chestnut 
Carrie Amelia Coats 
Benjamin Todd Cochran 
Taylor Laumann Conner 
David Edward Cowan 
Amanda Fair Dav's 
David Christopher DriscuN 
Joseph Edward EMer 
Michael Ray Eppi'riy 
Matthew Charles Fauci-tie 
James Clarke Fergus'>n 
Melinda Caryn Flir.n 
Gregory Everctte Floya 
Horton Edward Geddings Jr. 
Fiona Childs Ginter 
Crystal Lynn Graham 
Angela Louise Haas 
Tobias Samuel Hampson 
Julie Waller Hampton 
Sara Whitley Harrington 
Kelly Ann Hazeiwood 
Trinity Metj Henderson 
Chadwick Burke Hogg 
Michael Grady Houston 
Andrew Miller Jackson 
Edgar Wyles Johnson jr. 
Jennifer McGuire Jones 
Katherine Hardersen King 
Charles Ashley Lamm 
Deidre Nan Lynch-Noga 
Lee Russell Marler 
jetfrey A. Marsigli 
Marlet Lyn Massey 
Paul Carson McCoy 
Kimberly E. McElraih-Ray 
lames Whitfield McGee Jr. 
Anna Crawford McMillan 
Brandy Lynette Meads 
Crystal Blackman Mezzullo 
Cynthia F. Miller 
Leanne Livengood Mullis 
Matthew George Nestor 
Mindy Beth Newman 
Elizabeth Weeks Newman 
James Taylor Newman Jr. 
Amy Harrison Nuttall 
Jennifer Irby Oakes 
Linda Reid Oldham 
Leah j. Ours 
Michael F, Palmer 
Robin Vaught Parrish 
Myra Gooden Pate 
Paige White Perry 
Laura Carraway Pugliese 
John Michael Ricci 
Richard Telfair Rodgers Jr. 
Keith David Rouse 
Leah Lashley Rudd 
David Scott Rudd 
Samuel Conrad Rumph III 
Bradford Hodge Sanders 
Garen Jessica Sinden 
Tiffany Jeffords Skillman 
Matthew Brian Smith 
Kimberly B. Smithwick 
Karen Humphrey Stiles 
Robin Eason Strickland 
David Hugh Strickland 
Hannah Gray Styron 
David jonathan Sullivan 
Stephanie Marie Talbert 
Lucy Olivia Tanner 
Lauren Vaughan 
Arlene Labarias Velasquez-Colon 
From left to right: Alice and Jim Nance, Samuel G. Thompson (Family Day speaker 
and partner with Smith, Anderson, Blount, Dorsett, Mitchell & Jernigan, LLP, of 
Raleigh, North Carolina), and Bonnie Thompson. 
Law Day and 
Family Day 
t the Norman A. Wiggins School of Law, we have a 
tradition of combining two special events. Law Day and 
Family Day, over a weekend in the spring semester. This 
year our annual Law Day Banquet was held on Friday, 
March 26, and featured Colonel Lyle Cayce, staff Judge 
Advocate of the 3rd Infantry Division during Operation 
Iraqi Freedom. Family Day activities were held on Saturday, 
March 27. 
Campbell Counselor Calendar Updates: 
c o m p L L m e n t a r y  
nLuninl Lunch 
During the North Carolina Association of Defense 
Attorneys 2004 Annual Meeting 
F R I D A Y ,  J U N E  1  1 ,  2 0 0 4  
1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. 
Palmetto Dunes Resort; Hilton Head, 
South Carolina 
c o m p L L m e n t a r y  n L u m n L  
B r e a k f a s t  
During the Annual Convention of the 
North Carolina Academy of Trial Lawyers 
W E D N E S D A Y ,  J U N E  1  6 ,  2 0 0 4  
8:00 a.m.-9:30 a.m. 
Sea Trail Resort; Sunset Beach, North Carolina 
c o m p L L m e n t a r y  n L u m n L  
B r e a k f a s t  
During the North Carolina Bar Association 
Annual Meeting 
S A T U R D A Y ,  J U N E  1  9 ,  2 0 0 4  
7:00 a.m. 
Grove Park Inn Resort; Asheville, North Carolina 
5, 10, 15, and 20- Y e a r  
c L a s s  R e u n L o n s  
Classes of 1984, 1989, 1994, and 1999 
S A T U R D A Y ,  O C T O B E R  2 ,  2 0 0 4  
Cardinal Club; Raleigh, North Carolina 
2 4  S P R I N G  2 0 0 4  C O U N S E L O R  T H E  M A G A Z I N E  O F  C A M P B E L L  L A W  
p 
ach year, the Office of Alumni Relations organizes 
various law school class reunions. This year, members of 
the classes of 1984, 1989, 1994, and 1999 will celebrate 
their reunions on Saturday, October 2, 2004. Volunteers 
: needed to assist with contacting classmates, organizing 
Junctions, and compiling memorabilia. For more informa­
tion about upcoming class reunions, please contact 
Shonagh Swoager in the Alumni Relations Office at 
1-800-334-4111, extension 1893, or e-mail 
shonagh@law.campbell.edu. 
Stay in Touch 
hat's going on in your life? Promotion? Opened your 
own firm? We want to share the news with your classmates 
and the entire Law School community. 
If you have moved or changed your contact information, 
please let us know. Send news and information to: 
c a m p b e L L  u n i v e r s i t y  
Norman Adrian Wiggins School of Law 
Career Services and Alumni Relations 
Post Office Box 158 
Buies Creek, NC 27506 
Fax: 910.814.4334 
E-mail: shonagh@law.campbeil.edu 
k800.334.4lll,ext. 1893 
Last year, the Alumni Association of the Norman Adrian 
Wiggins School of Law hosted a Reunion Banquet honor­
ing the Classes of 1983, 1988, 1993, and 1998. The 
Reunion Banquet was held on Saturday, October 4, 2003, 
at the Cardinal Club in Raleigh, North Carolina. 
C O U N S E L O R  T H E  M A G A Z I N E  
2 0 0 2  
Stephanie Crumbly Villaver 
Robert William Waddell 
Martha Neya Warren 
Debra Jean Whaley 
Frank Todd Whitlow 
Christy Elizabeth Wilhelm 
Brian Michael Williams 
Ryan Kelsey Williams 
2 0 0 3  
C A M P B E L L  L A W  S P R I N G  
Jennifer Ashley Addleton 
Steven Luther Alexander 
Krystat Nicole Allen 
Wiliiam Dominick Anderson 
Robert Lee Ange 
Alexander Nicholas Apostolou Jr. 
leftery Wayne Austin 
Melissa Hope Austin-Goldsmith 
Wilhemina Denise Baker 
Mary Louise Bales 
Wesley William Barkley 
John A. Basinger 
Jennifer L Bergstad 
lames .Andrew Belts jr. 
Darr>'ll Walter Bolduc 
Lyan Boiide' 
Julie Baxter Bradburn 
Ulmer Zack Bridges III 
Michael Timothy Brown Jr. 
Sandra Diane Buchko 
Charles Patrick Bullock 
Jonathan Ryan Bumgarner 
Dexter McPherson Campbell III 
Allison Siler Capps 
Jeffery Kent Carpenter 
Frances Carmen Castillo 
Darlene Gill Chambers 
Charles Shawn Christenbury 
Lucinda Marie Clements 
Jason Harold Coats 
lennifer Gayle Cooke 
jenniter Reaves Cooney 
Priscilla Ashley Darden 
Robert Kelly Denton 
Kelly Lynell Dill 
Bryan Gregory Dodge 
Suzanne Jones Dodge 
Daniel Barry Eller 
Daniel Mines Entzminger 
Michael john Flake 
James Scott Flowers 
Jonathan Brent Garner 
Stephanie Alexis Gaston 
Tracey Lee Gentry' 
Melissa Sonia Gott 
Misty Coble Hedspeth 
Jeremy Craig Hitch 
David Michael Holmes 
julia Sullivan Hooten 
Payton Dwighl Hoover 
Ashley Bree Howie 
Ion Eric Hudson 
lennifer Armijo Hughes 
John David Ivey Jr. 
Virginia Paris Jenkins 
W-llliam Leslie lohnson III 
Bryna Tobi Kidd 
Ann Elizabeth Kulich 
Jonathan Truett Lanier 
Sarilyn Hardee Leary 
Joseph Lee Levinson 
Steven Neil Long 
Aaron Christian Low 
Jennifer Wilson Lupton 
Kurt D. Majka 
Damion Lavon McCullers 
Corey Christopher McManus 
Heather Dawn Miller Nichols 
Dawn T. Mistretta 
Timothy Matthew Mullinax 
Lloyd Thomas Navarro jr. 
Robbie Brice Parker 
Kisa Michelle Parker 
Mark Lynn Penny 
Diane Babette Pinsker 
Elizabeth Hayes Poremba 
lames Scott Price 
Ashby Thackston Ray 
John William Roebuck Jr. 
Kimberly B. Rosenberg 
Allison Elizabeth Serafin 
Kathryn Carlton Setzer 
John Roterl Seymour 
Tamara Lee Shields 
Mitzi Riana Smith 
William Robert Solomon Jr. 
John Patrick Stiitts 
Kristin Marjorie Swainey 
Catherine Elizabelh Thomas 
Samantha Louise Thomas 
Olga Eugenia Vysotskaya De Brito 
Joshua Michael Whitaker 
Robert Jason White 
Marie Elizabeth Williams 
James Madison Wilson 
Jeremy Scott Wilson 
Patricia Latham Wilson 
Misty Elizabeth Woodard 
2 5 
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